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INTRODUCTION
The Morris Wetland Management District (WMD), originally established in 1964 as the
Benson WMD, includes 246 waterfowl production areas (WPAs) totaling 51,089.7 acres in
fee title ownership. In addition, the Morris office administers approximately 20,915 wetland
acres of waterfowl management easement lands, 1,237 acres ofFmHA easements, and 3,735
acres of wildlife habitat protection easements. The Morris WMD also administers fee and
easement units of the newly created Northern Tallgrass Prairie National Wildlife Refuge.
We have now acquired four prairie easement tracts totaling 243.35 acres. All fee and
easement areas are scattered throughout Big Stone, Chippewa, Lac qui Parle, Pope, Stevens,
Swift, Traverse and Yellow Medicine Counties. The headquarters is located four miles east
of Morris, Minnesota on the 861 acre Long Lake-Edwards WPA.
The topography of west-central Minnesota is diverse, ranging from the granite outcrops of
the Minnesota River bottoms to the rolling hills of Pope County. The flat agricultural land of
the Red River Valley of the north blends into the transition zone between the tallgrass prairie
and eastern deciduous forest. Soils of the region are generally productive which contributed
to the historically high concentrations of breeding waterfowl. With the advent of modem
agriculture, over 60 percent of the original wetlands were drained and nearly 100 percent of
the native grasslands were converted to cropland.
The primary objective of this District is to acquire, develop, and manage habitat for
waterfowl production. Waterfowl species that commonly breed in this area includebluewinged teal, mallard, gadwall, wood duck, redhead, canvasback, ruddy duck, and Canada
geese. The District also contains good populations of ring-necked pheasant and white-tailed
deer, and an expanding wild turkey population. Another high priority objective is to provide
habitat for native plants and animals. Private land habitat improvement for waterfowl and
other wildlife is an important habitat restoration tool. Waterfowl production areas are open
to public hunting and a variety of other wildlife oriented uses. The WPAs receive their
highest public use on opening days of waterfowl, pheasant, and deer hunting seasons.
The 51,332 acres of fee-title WPAs that we manage includes 18,219 acres of wetland, 7,035
acres of native prairie, 9,361 acres of re-seeded natives, 13,073 acres of other grasslands,
2,270 acres of woody cover, 750 acres of cropland, and 624 acres of other habitat (roads,
rivers, and other miscellaneous habitat types).
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IDGHLIGHTS
1.

The Morris WMD produced an estimated 72,100 ducks in 2003 with a
mallard recruitment rate of 0.53. This 2003 production estimate is a
decrease of nearly 20,000 ducks from last year but is roughly an
average number. (Section 1a)

2.

A 357 acre wetland on Centennial WPA was restored by a large group
of partners led by Ducks Unlimited. (Section 2a)

3.

We restored 77 wetlands during the year, including 44 on private land.
The wetlands encompassed 618 acres. (Section 2a)

4.

A local school teacher and his students received a national award for
their cooperative wetland work with the district. (Section 5c)

5.

We celebrated the centennial of the national wildlife refuge system.
(Section 7a)

The National Wildlife Refuge System celebrated its
March 14,2003. 2003-1 3/2003 K. Goodwin
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CLIMATIC CONDITIONS
Morris, Minnesota
October, 2002
October started warm with 83op on the 1st and the monthly low temperature of
14op was recorded on the 31st. This was the 3rd coldest October in the last 117
years with a mean temperature of 39.2op. Total precipitation was 2.58 inches,
0.84 inches above normal. Measurable precipitation occurred on 13 days
including 2.7 inches of snow the night of October 20.
November, 2002
November be~an cool and then climbed to 69op on the 8th. The monthly low was
gop on the 25 , 27th and 30th. November precipitation was only 0.10 inches (in the
form of snow), the lOth lowest in 120 years.
December, 2002
December's mean temperature was 21.8op, 6.4° above normal. There were only
two days with sub-zero temperatures. Total precipitation was 0.41 inches, just
0.24 inches below normal.
The annual temperature for calendar year 2002 was 43.6op, 1.0° above normal.
The annual precipitation was 25.55 inches, 1.5 inches above normal.

January,2003
January was 2.6° above normal. The monthly high was 52op on the 9th and the low
was -18op on the 23rd and 24th. There were 17 days with sub-zero temperatures.
January snowfall was 5.6 inches.
February,2003
.
February saw a high temperature of 42op on the 21st and a low of -17op on the 7th.
There were 17 days where the minimum temperature was oop or below. Snowfall
totaled 5.1 inches. Two days of 40op temperatures on the 20th and 21st melted
most of the snow, leaving the snow-pack as only a trace.
March,2003
March began (March 2-11) with a 10-day stretch of sub-zero daily ':llinimum
temperatures. Daily temperatures on March 12-31 were much warmer, 14op to
36op. March snowfall totaled 4.3 inches. The total winter (October 2002- March
2003) snowfall was 23.5 inches, 12.7 inches below average.
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Mild temperatures in March and April melted the winter snowfall.
2003-2 3/2003 D. Oglesby

April, 2003
The mean temperature for April was 45.9op, which was 2.3° above normal. Daily
high record temperatures were set on the 14th (88~ and the 15th (89~.
Precipitation for April was 1.99 inches, 0.30 inches below normal.
May,2003
The high temperature in May was 86op on the 30th and the low was 34op on the 1st
and 7th. Precipitation was received 10 days in May with total precipitation for the
month being 3.46 inches, 0.51 inches above normal.
June, 2003
The mean temperature for June was 66.3op, 0.3° above average. The high
temperature was 92op and the low was 42op. Precipitation totaled 7.24 inches,
3.30 inches above normal.
July, 2003
July's mean temperature was 7l.Oop, which is normal. Rainfall for July was 4.94
inches, 1.25 inches above normal. Rainfall for May, June and July totaled 15.64
inches, 5.06 inches above average. July had 15 days in which precipitation fell.
In the early hours of the morning on July 4, a severe thunderstorm with damaging
winds in excess of75 miles per hour passed through the area. Mother nature put
on a display of thunder, lightning, and high winds, hail and rain. Trees were
toppled and/or uprooted, buildings were damaged, and many barns were flattened.
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August, 2003
High temperature in August was 99<>p on the 19th. The mean temperature for
August was 72.Q<>p which was 3.3° above normal. Precipitation for August was
0.70 inches, 2.33 inches below normal.
September, 2003
September had two days of 92<>p temperatures, making a summer total of nine days
over 90°. The first killing frost of the year was 28<>p on the 30th. Precipitation for
September was 2.91 inches, 0.67 inches above normal.

Table 1 - Comparative Weather Data
October 2001 - September 2003
Morris, Minnesota
Mean Temgerature
Total Precigitation
Snowfall
(<>p)
(Inches)·
(Inches)
2003 2002 2001 Aver 2003 2002 2001 Aver 2003 2002 2001 Aver
39.2 45.1 47.2
2.58 1.23 1.74
Oct.
3.3
1.8
0.7
Nov.
29.9 42.1 29.7
0.10 1.37 0.97
1.8
7.7
4.7
21.8 21.6 15.2
0.41 0.16 0.68
Dec.
3.4
3.5
6.6
08.4 0.35 0.22
Jan.
11.0 18.7
0.71
5.6
4.0
7.8
Feb.
10.9 25.4
13.2 0.26 0.99
0.67
5.1
7.4
6.9
26.9 0.44 1.31
Mar. 26.4 19.0.
1.17
4.3 14.6
8.0
43.6 1.99 1.95
Apr. 45.9 40.7
2.29
0.0
2.8
3.4
56.4 3.46 2.06
May 56.3 52.1
2.95
0.0
0.0
0.2
June 66.3 70.2
66.0 7.24 4.49
3.94
0.0
0.0
0.0
70.8 4.94 6.04
July
71.0 74.0
3.69
0.0
0.0
0.0
68.7 0.70 3.83
3.03
0.0
0.0
Aug. .72.0 69.4
0.0
Sept. 58.7 62.6
59.0 2.91 1.39
2.24
0.0
0.0
0.1

Table 2 - Selected Weather Variables
Morris, Minnesota
Weather
Growing season precipitation
Maximum temperature
Minimum temperature
Days with temperature >90<>p
Days with temperature <O<>p
Last spring frost
First fall frost

2003
16.39"
99°
-18°
9
36
Apri118
Sept. 30

2002
18.37"
96°
-100
16
19
May24
Oct. 9

Normal
13.59"

14
47
May 11
Oct. 4
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MONITORING AND STUDIES
la. Surveys and Censuses
Christmas Bird Count
An area group of five birding enthusiast completed the 9th annual Morris
Christmas Bird Count (part of National Audubon Society) on Saturday, December
14,2002. The group observed 27 species of birds. The tundra swan (Cygnus
columbianus) was an unusual species for the area.
Woodcock Survey
The Morris staff participated in the annual singing-ground survey, used to assess
the status of the American woodcock (Scolopax minor) population, with two
assigned survey routes, one in Pope County and one in Stevens County. Routes
are 3.6 miles long, with 10 listening stations where observers record the number of
woodcock heard peenting. The route in Pope County is run annually. This year it
was run on April28, 2003, with eight birds observed. The Stevens County route is
run every five years unless birds are observed, in which case it would be run
annually. It was not run this year. There were seven woodcock observed in 2002.
Trends for the central woodcock population show a declining population.
Great Minnesota River Valley Birding Day
The 4th annual Great Minnesota River Valley Birding Day was held on Saturday,
September 20, 2003. Thirty-eight teams with 118 participants identified 179
species in the valley. The trail contains 132 prime birding sites and an additional
55 other sites located in 11 regions and 17 loops. The Prairie Waters, Pomme de
Terre River and Falls Region occur in the Morris district.
The Great Minnesota River Valley Birding Day is a project of Audubon,
Minnesota. It spans the Minnesota River watershed from its headwaters near the
South Dakota border to the confluence with the Mississippi River in the Twin
Cities. The project promotes the beauty, wildlife, natural habitats, and recreational
opportunities of the region.

Pheasant Crowing Counts
Staff assisted the Minnesota DNR with their annual pheasant crowing count survey
in early May. This annual survey, which is done statewide, helps the DNR
estimate winter survival of pheasants. Two routes with ten stops each were
surveyed in Stevens County, with 19 crowings heard during one count and nine
during the other route.
Secretive Marshbird Surveys
Many species of marshbirds have historically been poorly surveyed by existing
monitoring programs, because they are secretive in nature and use habitat that is
difficult to search. In recent years, there has been an effort to create standardized
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methods for surveying and monitoring marshbirds. In 2003 the draft Standardized
North American Marsh Bird Monitoring Protocol was in its second year of
extensive nationwide field evaluation, with approximately 50 sites using the
methodology (National Wildlife Refuges, National Parks, Wetland Management
Districts, and others). This was the frrst year that the Morris WMD used this
protocol (though the survey methods are similar to those used for rail and bittern
surveys done in 2000 and 2001). Four WPAs or WPA complexes that fit certain
study design criteria were randomly selected for the survey in 2003 (Pepperton,
Rothi, Mosquito Ranch/ Robinhood, and Artichoke). Surveys used a taped callplayback method and were done at ten stations on each study area. The surveys
were done once during each of tluee time blocks in the spring. Habitat within a 50
mile radius of each station was also determined. Data from the survey were sent to
the survey coordinator, who will analyze them and provide us with density/
abundance indices, population trends, and trends in habitat availability. Our data
will also be used in analysis at regional and national scales. The surveys will be
done again in 2004, after which we hope to do periodic monitoring on these and
other units.
Simple count data for the marshbird species observed at each study area are in
Table 3. We observed five species (American bittern, least bittern, pied-billed
grebe, sora, and Virginia rail). Pied-billed grebes were the most common. The
number of birds observed was fairly evenly distributed among the tluee survey
periods and among the four study sites (with the exception ofRothi WPA, where
we observed relatively few marshbirds).
Table 3 - Number of Individuals Observed at Four Study Sites During
Three Survey Periods - Morris WMD - FY 2003

Art.ICh 0 k e

Mosquito Ranch/
Pepperton
R 0 binh00 d

All s·1tes

R0 th.1

Species

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

American
bittern
Least bittern
Pied-billed
grebe
Sora
Virginia rail

0

0

1

6

1

1

3

0

0

0 1

0
2

0
5

0
5

0
3

0
4

1
4

0
4

1
7

0
10

4
0

1
0

1
0

1
1

0
0

1
0

0
1

0
0

1
1

2

1

2

3

1

9

2

3

0 0
2 0

0
0

0
11

1
16

1
19

0 0
0 0

0
0

5
2
17

1
0

3
1

20

27

3

All Species
6 6 7 11 5 7 8 8 12 2 1 1
Period 1 =May 12-21; Period 2 =May 29-June 7; Period 3 =June 15-24

Four Square Mile Waterfowl Pair Count
The number of ponds in the Prairie Pothole Region of Minnesota and Iowa
remained the same again this year (a five year trend). Mean pond size was smaller
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in 2002 and 2003 than any other year of the survey. Although there was a slight
increase in mallard pair density in the region, total pair density declined in 2003.
This may be explained by the slight increases in habitat conditions in the Dakotas
and Canada.

Table 4 - Four Square Mile Survey Breeding Population and Production
Estimates - Morris WMD - FY 2003

Breeding Pairs
Pairs/Square Mile
Pairs/Pond
Total Recruits
Recruits/Square Mile
Recruitment Rate*

Mallard

Blue-Winged Teal

All SJ!ecies

26,700
5.7
0.9
28,500
6.1
0.53

21,600
4.6
0.8
37,200
7.9
0.86

58,700**
12.5**
2.1 **
72,100***
15.3***
0.69***

*Recruitment rate is the number of female ducklings produced per hen. For mallards, a
recruitment rate of 0.49 is required for a stable population.
**Includes 13 species: mallard, gadwall, blue-winged teal, shoveler, pintail, wigeon,
green-winged teal, wood duck, redhead, canvasback, lesser scaup, ring neck, ruddy
duck.
***Includes five species: mallard, blue-winged teal, gadwall, pintail, shoveler.

Figure 1 - Estimated Total Recruits Produced (mallard, blue-winged teal,
gadwall, pintail and shoveler combined)- Morris WMD -1987-2003
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Breeding population and production estimate for the Morris WMD were provided
by the Region 3 Habitat and Population Evaluation Team, using results from our
Four Square Mile Survey (Table 4). The 2003 estimates of breeding duck populations and production decreased slightly from 2002, though the recruitment rate
remains above the level nece sary to maintain a stable population.

Wood duck brood on a restored wetland in Stevens County.
2003-3 6/2003 S. Delehanty

Predator!Furbearer Scent Station Survey
This was the 28th year of the Minnesota scent station survey, which is an
interagency cooperative effort involving state, federal, and tribal agencies, schools,
and other organizations. The survey data are used to create population indices for
fur-bearers, dogs, and cats in the state. The survey generally takes place during a
three week interval in the fall (late August through early October). Each route has
ten scent stations spaced 0.43 km apart. Scent stations are baited with a biodegradable plaster-of-paris fatty acid scent (Fas) disc and left overnight. All tracks
at the scent stations are identified and documented the following morning.
The Morris WMD operated 15 scent station routes in four counties. The routes
were run between September 3 and September 23. Ten out of the 150 stations
were inoperable, often because they were run over by a tractor or road grader.
Survey results for the Morris WMD over the past seven years are shown in
Table 5. Other species observed but not listed in the table included white-tailed
deer (Odocoileus virginianus), birds, and small mammals.
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Table 5 - Scent Station Visits in the Morris Wetland Management District

1997-2003
Scientific
Common
Name
1997
Name
Canis latrans
Coyote
0
Vulpes vulpes
12
RedFox
Striped Skunk Mephitis mephitis 11
Procyon lotor
Raccoon
33
Canis familaris
8
Dog
16
Felis catus
Cat
Didelphis
Opossum
1
virginiana
mustela vison
Mink
0

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
1
15
26
13
3
21

3
9
23
22
3
14

3
14
18
5
8
15

4
9
14
23
16
14

2
5
18
6
3
16

3
11
15
12
7
12

6
0

0
0

1
2

1
2

0
0

0
0

North American Amphibian Monitoring Program/Minnesota Frog and
Toad Calling Survey
Concern~. about declining global amphibian populations prompted the USGS
North American Amphibian Monitoring Program (NAAMP) to develop a protocol
for frog and toad calling surveys that will track the health of these populations
throughout North America. The Minnesota Frog and Toad Calling Survey
(MFTCS), coordinated by the non-game program in the Minnesota DNR, uses the
NAAMP protocol to improve our understanding of the abundance and distribution
of the frog and toad species found in Minnesota and to monitor their population
changes in the state. The MFTCS uses routes established by the NAAMP, which
include a variety of breeding habitats. Seven routes fall in the Morris WMD and
we ran six of them in 2003 with the help of four volunteers. Five of the routes had
never been surveyed before, so our involvement greatly increased the data
collected in west-central Minnesota. Routes were visited after sunset three times
annually (early spring, late spring and summer). Observers identified the species
present at each stop based on breeding calls and estimated the abundance of each
observed species using an index value. The volunteers enjoyed this survey
opportunity. The role of our staff was limited to one person running a route and
recruiting enough volunteers to cover the rest. We plan to continue participating
in this annual survey.
The DNR will be doing a more extensive analysis of the data for us, but some
basic results follow (see Table 6). We observed seven species of amphibians:
American toad, Canadian toad, Cope's gray treefrog, great plains toad, northern
leopard frog, western chorus frog and wood frog. American toad and western
chorus frog were observed on all six routes. The wood frog was only heard in the
Stevens and Pope County routes. The Canadian toad was only observed on the
two Big Stone County routes. The Pope County route was the only one where
Cope's gray treefrog was observed. The most amphibian calls were heard early in
the season; there was little amphibian activity observed during the third run on all
routes. The routes in Yell ow Medicine and Chippewa Counties had the fewest
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amphibian species (two and three; respectively), followed by Stevens County (four
species) and the Big Stone and Pope County routes (five species each).
Table 6 - Amphibian Species Observed at Six Survey Routes During Three
Survey Periods - Morris WMD - FY 2003
Graceville
Otrey
/Clinton
B"11:r S tone Bi Stone

Crate

c·
htppewa

Chokio
St. Leo
Yellow .Med Stevens

1 2 3 1 2 3 1* 2 3 1 2 3 1 2
Species
p p p p p
p
p
P.
American toad
p
p
p
p
Canadian toad
Cope's gray
treefrog
p
p p
p p
Great plains
toad
p
p p
p p
Northern
leopard frog
p
p p
p p
p p
Western chorus p p
frog
p
Wood frog
*Early spring run not completed for Crate Route.
P indicates that the species was present.
Period 1 = April15-30; Period 2 =May 15-June 5; Period 3 =June 25-July

3
p

Bangor
Pope

1 2 3
p
p p

p p
p p p

p
10.

Native Prairie Remnant Inventory
We started this survey in 2002, because we would like to know more about the
·plant communities on remnant native prairie that we manage in the district. The
inventory is done using the floristic quality assessment method. During a field
visit (between July and October) to a remnant, the plants are surveyed and a
species list is created. Every plant species has been assigned a coefficient of
conservatism (C value, 0-10), with increasing values given to plants that are more
likely to be found only in a remnant natural area. A plant with a C value of 0 is
native to the region, but is a weedy species that does well in disturbed sites, while
a plant with a C value of 10 is restricted to the ideal habitat provided by
undisturbed, natural areas. Non-native species are not assigned a C value and are
not used in floristic quality calculations. However, the effect of non-native species
can be measured indirectly by considering them a disturbance to the native plant
communities. The survey provides a floral species list for each prairie remnant,
along with several possible calculations that allow us to compare among sites. We
will continue this survey until all or a representative sample of prairie remnants
have been assessed.
·
Thirty-two remnants, on 13 WPAs and one habitat easement, were surveyed in
2003. Some plants still need to be identified, so data entry and calculations are not
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complete for all the remnants. The inventory has been done on more than 65
remnants in the district.

Centennial WP A Monitoring
The large wetland restoration on Centennial WPA provides us with an opportunity
to monitor changes in wildlife habitat and use throughout the restoration process.
There are two unique aspects of this restoration plan that warrant particular
attention. First, because the wetland will be shallow (about 1-2 feet), there is
concern that it will become cattail-choked. To provide some open water habitat in
the long term, several one acre scrapes were made in the basin prior to restoration.
Second, it is common for wetlands in this area to have a wet meadow zone
dominated by reed canary grass. In an effort to preempt this, a band around the
basin was seeded with wet and wet-mesic grasses (e.g., Spartina pectinata,
Andropogon gerardii).
Monitoring will include bird point counts, vegetation transects, fixed-point
photography and video, and aerial photography. The wetland was restored and
upland seeded this year, but a lack of runoff this spring made for a dry year.
Aerial photos were taken, but other monitoring was not done. We plan to do
surveys at the unit for five years beginning in 2004, with the most intensive
surveys done in the first two to three years. Then we hope to do surveys in five
year intervals for an indefmite period.

lb. Studies and Investigations
Grassland Seeding Techniques
Because of recent changes in the goals and philosophy of prairie reconstruction in
the district, we are interested in learning more about the various techniques
available for grassland seeding. Three such techniques were used to seed the west
half of Boehnke WPA (Big Stone County) in FY 2002: fall broadcast, late winter
broadcast over snow, and late spring drill. The main objective for this project is to
compare the vegetative communities in each plot over time, including factors like
species diversity, vegetation structure, and amount of invasive weeds. Two sets of
transects per plot were surveyed in August this year and the center point of each
set of transects was used as a photo point. The 2003 data have not yet been
formally analyzed, but it is clear that the plant communities in all three plots
continue to be dominated by green foxtail. The plots will be surveyed annually for
at least five years and periodically after that as staff time permits.
Timing of Grazing Treatments in Different Grassland Types
Historically, we monitored the success of cattle grazing on our units with visual
inspections. When litter and some new growth were removed, we had cooperators
take out their cattle. In 2002 we implemented a monitoring project to assess how
our grazing practices affect the vegetation communities on Appleton WPA and
Swift County Habitat Easement 147G. We established eight sample plots (six on
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Appleton WPA and two on the habitat easement), in a variety of habitat types. We
are using the same survey methods as for the grassland seeding techniques survey.
We hope that by varying the grazing seasons and number of resting years between
treatments, that we will be able to use this management tool more effectively
throughout the district.
We had some problems with our cooperator this year. He did not follow the
correct timelines for grazing in some plots. He also allowed a neighbor to graze
three donkeys and a pony on one of the plots for some time in July. The 2003 data
have not been analyzed yet, but we are concerned about the effect that these
changes may have had on this monitoring effort. We will continue to survey the
vegetation on these units for several years.

These donkeys were found grazing on one of our monitoring plots on
Appleton WPA.
2003-4 7/2003 K. Goodwin

Hostile Habitat Removal
Nest success is clearly an important component of waterfowl production, and one
of the main limiting factors of nest success is high predation. Predation is a
natural part of waterfowl nesting ecology, but changes in landscape characteristics,
habitat quality and quantity, and other human effects have both altered the predator
community and made grassland nesting birds more susceptible to predation. This
project will assess the impact of removing hostile habitat from key WPAs on nest
success. Hostile habitat is not part of a natural tallgrass prairie ecosystem and
favors waterfowl and other grassland bird predators. It can include features like
scattered trees (perch sites for raptors), rock piles (den sites for mammalian
predators), and shelterbelts and wood groves (roost sites for raptors and travelways
for mammals). The hypothesis is that if this hostile habitat is completely removed
from a unit, waterfowl and their nests should be more isolated from potential
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predators and nest success should increase. Some aspects of hostile habitat
removal- particularly tree removal- may not be popular with the public. We plan
to take a cautious approach to this management tool by removing the hostile
habitat on just a few important WPAs and monitoring the effects on waterfowl nest
success.
We used two ATV s and a 100 foot chain drag to systematically search two sample
fields on Rothi WPA, Big Stone County (approximately 90 acres total). The fields
were searched three times beginning May 8 and ending June 19. Nest searching
and assessment methods followed the Northern Prairie Wildlife Research Center
Nest File Cooperator's Instruction Manual (Updated 2000) and Klett et al. (1986).
Nest data cards were mailed to Northern Prairie, who analyzed the data for us and
incorporated it into their Center Nest File.
The Mayfield hatch rate was highest for blue-winged teal, followed by gadwall
and mallard (Table 7). The overall Mayfield hatch rate was only 7.3 percent, a
surprisingly low value for what we consider to be one of our best WPAs. These
values should be looked at with caution, considering the very wide confidence
intervals associated with them. These are likely a reflection of the low sample size
and we should consider searching a larger area in the future. This monitoring
project will continue for several years, since hostile habitat removal may have a
delayed effect on the predator community supported at Rothi WPA.
Table 7 - Duck Nest Success on Rothi WPA Before Hostile Habitat Removal
Morris WMD - FY 2003

Nests
Found
SRecies
2
Mallard
3
Gadwall
Blue-winged 5
Teal
All

10

Mayfield
Successful Unsuccessful
Hatch
Nests
Rate(%}
Nests
2
0.3
0
2
1
5.2
2
3
16.4

3

7

7.3

95%
Confidence
Interval (%}
0.0 - 482.6
0.1 - 268.7
1.9 - 124.4
1.0

-

50.0

Literature Cited:
Klett, A. T., H. F. Duebbert, C. A. Faanes, and K. F. Higgins. 1986. Techniques for
Studying Nest Success of Ducks in Upland Habitats in the Prairie Pothole Region. US
Fish and Wildlife Service Resource Publication 158. 24 pp.

Duck Nest Success in a Small Predator Exclusion Fence
The Wetland and Wildlife Demonstration Area/Auto Tour Route on Edwards
WPA includes a small predator exclusion fence (about 15 acres). District staff
searched inside the fence for a few years after it was constructed. No nests were
found in 1989 due to a prescribed fire and slow vegetation response that spring. In
1990 and 1991, three of three nests were successful each year. In 2000, staff from
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HAPET searched inside the fence as part of a separate nest success study. They
found that 19 of 20 nests hatched successfully. Most of the cover around the fence
was burned in a prescribed fire that May, but the nesting cover inside the fence
was not burned. We are curious whether the dramatically higher use of the fence
in 2000 was simply a reflection of the lack of nesting cover in the immediate
vicinity, or whether successful hens homing on the area has led to truly higher
annual use since the fence was built ten years ago.
Two sample fields - the area inside the fence and an area of similar size and cover
type at a different location on Edwards WPA - were searched three times
beginning May 7 and ending June 17. The same techniques were used as for the
hostile habitat removal monitoring on Rothi WPA.
The Mayfield hatch rate was much higher for the fenced area than the unfenced
area (Table 8). Four of six nests found inside the fence were successful, while the
single nest in the control field was predated. As with the data from Rothi WPA,
the Mayfield hatch rates for this study have a very wide confidence interval and so
should be interpreted with caution. If time permits, we hope to continue this small
survey to assess the role of our small predator fence and how its use varies with
prescribed fire management on Edwards WPA.

Table 8 - Duck Nest Success Inside a Small Predator Exclusion
Morris WMD - FY 2003

e

Nests Successful Unsuccessful
Found Nests
Species
Nests
5
2
Mallard
3
Blue-winged 2
1
1
Teal
All-Inside
Fence
All-Outside
Fence
All

Mayfield
Hatch
Rate(%)
34.6
1.1

6

4

2

36.5

1

0

1

0.0

7

4

3

24.0

95%

Confidence
Interval (% l
7.4 150.4
0.0 3355.2
8.5

-

0.0 -

4.4

-

147.4
20656.2·

120.0

The Value of Farm Programs for Providing Winter Cover and Food for
Minnesota Pheasants (DNR, Minnesota Farmland Wildlife Populations and
Research Group)
Despite the relative lack of information about how much winter habitat is required
to maintain pheasant populations in agricultural landscapes, conservation programs
such as CRP and CREP include practices like woody cover plantings and food
plots with the assumption that they will help wintering pheasants. This study
hopes to quantify the relationship between pheasant abundance and the amounts of
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both winter cover and breeding habitat in the agricultural landscape of Minnesota.
Nine study areas were established in each of four regions, including Pope County.
Surveyors will conduct roadside pheasant surveys each summer through 2007
(2003 was the first field season for this study).

Walleye Stocking as a Tool to Suppress Fathead Minnow Populations in
Type V Wetlands in the Prairie Pothole Region of Minnesota
(DNR, Glenwood Fisheries Office)
Fathead minnows influence the ecological characteristics of wetlands and shallow
lakes in western Minnesota, often to the detriment of wetland-dependent
organisms. This DNR-coordinated study assessed the effectiveness of using adult
and fry walleye to control fathead minnow populations in permanent wetlands in
western Minnesota. Wetlands on Froland, Stammer, Hagstrom, and Curran WPAs
were included in the study. Field work for the study was completed in 2002 and
we are awaiting a fmal report. Preliminary results showed that stocking walleye
fry suppressed fathead minnows and thereby increased zooplankton and
invertebrate densities, water clarity, and aquatic plants. Stocking the wetlands
with adult walleye was not as effective. In an effort to assess the longer term
effects of the walleye treatments, monitoring in the study wetlands will continue
through 2004 (without additional walleye manipulations).
Effects of Spinning-wing Decoys on Flock Behavior and Hunting
Vulnerability of Local and Migrant Mallards and Other Ducks in Minnesota
(Michael Szymanski, Louisiana State University)
Spinning-wing decoys (SWDs) are a controversial subject among both the hunting
· community and wildlife professionals. Some believe this tool increases hunting
success beyond fair chase, while others believe that it decreases crippling.
Wildlife managers are also concerned about the effects that SWDs may have on
local versus migrant waterfowl populations. The Minnesota DNR hired a graduate
student to study the effects of SWDs on mallard behavior, hunter success, harvest
composition, natal origins of harvested ducks, and hunter opinions of SWDs.
There are two parts to the field work for this study. First, the researchers tried to
determine whether stable isotope analysis can be used to determine natal origin of
waterfowl. Feathers were collected from hatch year mallard ducklings and ducks
harvested during experimental hunts using SWDs to use for analysis. Second,
experimental hunts were done with and without SWDs to assess the other factors
mentioned above. Both parts of the study included areas in the Morris WMD.
Sampling was done in 2002 and lab work was done this year. Final reports have
not been submitted, but we do have some interesting preliminary results. SWDs
did affect duck behavior and hunter success. For example, duck flocks were more
likely to approach and hunters had higher kill rates when SWDs were turned on.
Coyote/Red Fox Distribution Survey (Dan Hertel, HAPET and Marsha
Sovada, Northern Prairie Wildlife Research Center)
Predation is a major factor determining the productivity of waterfowl and other
ground nesting birds in the Pr~e Pothole Region. Conservation for these birds is
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largely based on the assumption of a linear relationship between percent of grass in
the landscape and nest success. Many areas in the Minnesota and Iowa portion of
the Prairie Pothole Region have very little grassland in the landscape, but at least
periodically have relatively high waterfowl recruitment. It is possible that the
abundance of predators and composition of the predator community are key
variables that should be considered in conjunction with the amount of grass in the
landscape. This study will assess a survey technique that is meant to provide
managers with good estimates of the distribution and relative abundance of
predators in the Prairie Pothole Region and prairie-hardwood transition zone of
Minnesota and Iowa. The survey essentially involves systematic track surveys
along roadsides in sixteen square mile blocks. This year was a pilot field season,
and the survey will continue through 2005. Preliminary results for the survey are
pending.

Grazing Impacts on Dakota Skipper (Jerry Selby, contracted by MN
DNR, Ecological Services and USFWS)
In June 2002, the Dakota skipper was designated as a candidate for listing as
threatened or endangered under the Endangered Species Act. The Service
determined that there is enough information available to support listing the
species, but other higher-priority listing actions preclude a listing proposal for
Dakota skipper right now. Dakota skipper are primarily restricted to high quality
native prairie. Much of the remaining native prairie in western Minnesota is used
for cattle grazing, so the Service and DNR have funded a study to determine the
effects of different grazing regimes on the various life stages of Dakota skipper.
Surveys were done around the Glacial Lakes State Park area (Pope County),
including Glacial Lake and Benson Lake WPAs and some areas where we have
done private lands work. No Dakota skippers were found on the WPAs this year,
but there were some other target prairie butterfly species present (e.g., regal
fritillary, Poweshiek skipperling). The study should help both private landowners
and public land managers make informed decisions about grazing remnant native
prairie with Dakota skipper populations. A report with preliminary results is
pending.

lc.

General Wildlife Observations
The experimental late goose season was extended to include the fall of 2002. The
intent of this season is to harvest locally breeding Canada geese, without adversely
affecting the Eastern Prairie Population that migrates through the area each fall.
The resident Canada· goose population has been growing each year and is well over
Minnesota's target population. The experimental hunt is an effort to reduce that
population and some of the problems associated with it (e.g., crop depredation).
The main spring waterfowl migration through the district was during the last two
weeks of March. We began to observe waterfowl pair activity around that same
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time. The first Canada goose brood was seen on May 1 and mallard broods were
observed beginning May 20.
Other interesting wildlife sightings included a moose that wandered into the
Morris area in March, a woodcock peenting in Morris, and a badger near Lynch
Lake WPA (Swift County) in July. Bald eagles continue to do well, as evidenced
by the increasing number of active nests being reported to our office. Eagles
nested in the district this year at Stenerson Lake and Lake Emily, Pope County,
and Lake Traverse, Traverse County. There was also some nesting activity by an
adult and a juvenile bald eagle on Lake Crystal in Morris during late fa112002
(though they did not return in the spring).

This moose was sited just a mile northwest of the City of Morris.
2003-5 3/2003 K. Goodwin
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HABITAT RESTORATION
2a. Wetland Restorations (On/Off refuge)
Sixteen landowners cooperated with our private lands program to restore 44
wetlands during FY 2003. Wetland restorations were completed in four of the
eight counties in the district for a total of 159 wetland acres restored. Twenty-five
of the 44 restorations were covered or will be covered by some form of permanent
easement, meaning they will never be drained again. Fifteen of these permanent
easement restorations were on lands recently enrolled in the Conservation
Enhancement Reserve Program through the Department of Agriculture. The lands
were enrolled under options other than wetland restorations, therefore money was
not available through the Department of Agriculture to restore drained wetlands on
these properties. The landowners contacted the Fish and Wildlife Service for
assistance in restoring the wetlands.
The typical FY 2003 wetland restoration on private land averaged 3.61 acres, three
acres per restoration less than last year but on par with our ten year average. The
average cost per restoration for FY 2003 was about $440, $900 less than last year
but again equal to our ten year average. This year's projects were smaller, easier
projects which is typical for most years as compared to last year when larger more
difficult restorations were completed. Of the approximately $70,040 spent on this
year's projects $51,542 was paid for through a trust fund associated with the
LCMR Habitat Corridors Project, a cooperative effort between Minnesota DNR,
Minnesota Waterfowl Association, Minnesota Deer Hunter's Association, Ducks
Unlimited, National Wild Turkey Federation, Pheasants Forever, The Nature
Conservancy, Minnesota Land Trust, Trust for Public Land, Fish and Wildlife
Service, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Natural Resources Conservation Service and. the
Forest Service.
Thirty-three wetland restorations were completed on eleven WPAs involving 459
wetland acres in FY 2003. The most notable restoration occurred on Centennial
WPA with the restoration of a shallow 357 acre basin through a cooperative effort
involving a Department of Agriculture 30-year WRP easement and Fish and
Wildlife Service fee acquisition. Additional partners through aNAWCA grant
included Ducks Unlimited, Big Stone County, Upper Minnesota River Watershed
District and the Ortonville Elementary School. Ducks Unlimited designed and
supervised the installation of the sheet pile structure restoring the wetland.
Because the majority of the wetland is very shallow, nine shallow scrapes were
excavated at the same time to provide openings in the dense stand of emergent
vegetation anticipated. The excavated material was used to build two islands in
the wetland for nesting habitat. NRCS, through the WRP program, paid for 75
percent of the restoration costs.
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In addition to the Centennial restoration, six restorations were completed on the
new Hawk Creek WPA in Chippewa County, an FmHA fee title transfer property.
The remainder of the restorations were completed on WPAs in which restorations
had been missed or new tile lines discovered. The average restoration on WPAs,
excluding Centennial WPA, was 3.10 acres in size at a cost of $220 per acre.

Table 9 - Wetland Restorations - Morris WMD - FY 2003
Fee
Basins Acres

County

Private
Basins Acres

Total
Basins Acres

Big Stone
Chippewa
Lac qui Parle
Pope
Stevens
Swift
Traverse
Yellow Medicine

8
6
0
0
9
10
0
Q

384
18
0
0
33
24
0
Q

4
0
1
37
2
0
0
Q

16
0
3
138
2
0
0
Q

12
6
1
37
11
10
0
Q

400
18
3
138
35
24
0
Q

Total FY 2003

33

459

44

159

77

618

Table 10 - Wetland Restorations - Morris WMD - CY 1987- FY 2003
Total Restorations
No. Basins
No. Acres
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1/1-9/30/1997
FY 1998
FY 1999
FY2000
FY 2001
FY2002
FY2003

TOTAL

33
208
84
82
103
85
117
78
49
42
34
91
51
73
38
35
77

79
673
282
278
839
228
508
556
268
177
423
331
345
387
120
313
618

1,280

6,425
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Repairs to water control structures on wetland restoration projects completed in
previous years were required on one private lands project and three WP As during
the fiscal year. Two water control structures involving 17 wetland acres were
replaced on the University of Minnesota' s West Central Research Station at a cost
of $6,028. The water control structure on a three acre wetland on Hutchinson
WPA was replaced at a cost of $3,042 while the water control structure on a 15
acre wetland on Loen WPA was repaired for $510. A sheet pile structure was
added to the spillway of a 285 acre wetland on Walden WPA. An ongoing dispute
with a neighbor over water levels in the wetland and its impact on his farm fields
has hopefully been settled. At question was his cleaning of a beaver dam from the
spillway a few years ago at which time it was also contended that he also lowered
the spillway and water elevation of the wetland. The state was contacted
concerning the matter as the wetland was on the State's Protected Waters list
giving them jurisdiction over water elevations. An agreement was reach between
the Fish and Wildlife Service and the State allowing for an additional foot of water
to be held in the wetland. The sheet pile structure was installed at this elevation.
The repair cost was $3,058 with Ducks Unlimited paying $1,350 of this cost for
installation of the sheet piling.

An earthen dike with sheet pile structure was utilized to restore this 30 acre
wetland for Bruce Terhaar, Pope County. 2003-6 10/2003 W. Henderson
In a first of a kind project, we worked with cooperators in installing a fish barrier
on a chain of two game lakes, Long and Cyrus Lakes, and one wetland,
Danielson' s Slough, with the private wetland being at the bottom of the chain.
An overflow tile line installed from Danielson' s Slough to the Chippewa River
allowed carp and bullheads to migrate into the wetland and two lakes which are
connected by overflow channels. Long Lake, at the top of the watershed, has a
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public access and is considered both a game and fishing lake, although fish
populations regularly freeze out in the lake. Cyrus Lake has no public access and
is considered a game lake historically holding large populations of diving ducks
during spring and fall migration.
The project was initiated by one of the owners of the 110 acre Danielson's Slough
when he requested our assistance in improving the water quality and waterfowl
habitat on the wetland and Cyrus Lake, the shoreline being owned by a close
friend and duck enthusiast. It was determined that excessive carp and bullhead
populations contributed significantly to the poor water quality on the three bodies
of water. Three sites were identified for possible fish barriers: the tile line outlet
out of Danielson's Slough, a culvert in a field crossing at the outlet of Cyrus Lake,
and a culvert in a county road at the outlet of Long Lake. The owner of
Danielson's Slough was a certified engineer who volunteered his services in
designing fish barriers for each site. It was deten:itined a velocity tube would work
at the Long Lake site but the adjoining landowner would not cooperate with the
project so this site was dropped. A 24 inch PVC pipe perforated with % inch holes
attached to the culvert and tile line was designed for the Cyrus Lake and
Danielson's Slough sites. The fish barrier was installed on the tile line at the outlet
of Danielson's Slough at the end of November. It was decided to wait with the
barrier for Cyrus Lake until next year to see how the Danielson's Slough barrier
worked and to determine any modifications that may need to be made.
The first year run of the barrier on Danielson's Slough went very well. Although
some plugging of the drain holes by debris did occur it did not have a major
impact on water flow. Fish, especially bullheads, were noted inside the pipe trying
to enter the wetland but were unable to. The water quality of the Danielson's
Slough did not improve in 2003 because the mild winter of 2002-03 did not cause
a fish kill in the wetland and also the barrier on Cyrus Lake had not yet been
installed which allowed fish to move into Danielson's Slough from Cyrus Lake.
A number of cooperators participated in the fish barrier project including the
private landowners, Minnesota DNR Fisheries and Wildlife divisions, Minnesota
Waterfowl Association, Ducks Unlimited and the Fish and Wildlife Service. The
total cost of the project, including materials and installation, was $9,458. The
Minnesota DNR contributed $4,210, Minnesota Waterfowl Association $2,029,
Ducks Unlimited $1,321 and the Fish and Wildlife Service $1,898.
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2b. Upland Restorations
Grasslands consist of native prairie, planted native grass, introduced cool-season
grass seedings, and legume plantings. Management practices include fire, grazing,
and haying. Some fields have not had any active management for 20 years but still
provide good cover. New fee and easement acquisition has provided the acreage
for seeding each year. Occasionally newly acquired land is cash rented back to the
original landowner. The purpose is to have soybeans planted, which makes a good
seed bed for native grasses and provides a means of controlling weeds.
Weed control on young seedings is critical. A combination of herbicide applications, mowing, burning, haying, and grazing are used to aid the establishment and
maintenance of both native and cool-season grass seedings and legume stands.
Part of the Vegetation Establishment Agreement for an easement is that a property
owner is required to spray roundup 10-14 days before seeding. For native grass
establishment and maintenance, prescribed burning reduces competition from
unwanted cool-season grasses but may also stimulate broadleaf weeds. This may
necessitate the subsequent application of herbicides or mechanical manipulations.
Native Prairie
The original upland vegetation within the Morris District was tallgrass prairie.
The total native prairie acreage on WPAs within the District was approximately
7,035 in 2003. The areas vary in size from less than one acre to 424 acres. Active
management consisting of prescribed burning, grazing, and haying have been
limited to the larger acreage. The small remnants have not been actively managed
because of size, location, and staff time.
Native Seeding
This year, 727.5 acres were seeded to native grasses on 16 WPAs, and four
easement areas. The grass mixture used for the seedings varied; however, most
consisted of big bluestem (Andropogon gerardil), Indiangrass (Sorghastrum
nutans), switchgrass (Panicum virgatum), little bluestem (Schizachyrium
scoparium), and side-oats grama (Bouteloua curtipendula). Centennial WPA was
the site of the largest seeding (337 acres). It was done in two stages and included a
wide variety of forb and grass seeds purchased from commercial seed producers.
The first stage was broadcast in the fall in the moist soil zone of the restored wetland. The mix used contained prairie cordgrass, Canada wildrye, a wet/mesic
Minnesota native harvest, switchgrass, western wheatgrass, and a 2001 harvest
from Big Stone NWR dominated with big bluestem. The uplands were seeded in
the second stage in June with a Truax drill. The mix contained 13 forbs and nine
grasses, four of them cool-season species. Native grass was seeded with either
Truax or Haybuster no-till grass drills or broadcast with a Vicon spreader, depending on the site or the type of seed used. A few seedings were completed in the fall,
but the majority of seeding operations occurred between early June and mid-July.
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Table 11 - Native Grass Seedings - Morris WMD • FY 2003
County
Big Stone

Chippewa
Pope
Stevens

Swift

Traverse

Unit
Rothi WPA
Moulton Lake WPA
Nelson Lake WPA
Centennial WPA
Centennial WPA
StegnerWPA
Dismal Swamp WPA
Roos Easement-312G
Hawk Creek WPA
WaldenWPA
Starbuck WPA
LeeWPA
Grossman WPA
GieseWPA
Thorstad WPA
Mahoney Easement
Hennen Easement-11 G
Munstermann Easement-12G
PowersWPA
Pederson WPA
Robinhood WPA

Total Acres

Acres Seeded
*54
35
7
*170
167
10
10
60
112
8
9
*19
7
3
**1.5
5
13
5
*12
10
10
727.5

* Seeded in fall, 2002
**Side oats and prairie dropseed production plots

This mixer, purchased in May for $1,500, is used to mix native grass
seed more efficiently. 2003-7 6/2003 D. Beck
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Since 1973 the Morris Wetland Management District has planted 9,821.5 acres of
native grasses. Plans are currently underway for the production of local ecotype seed,
both grasses and forbs. Within the next five years the goals are to establish production plots and to use local seed in a majority, if not all, of our native seedings. The
Morris WMD harvested native grass seed from the following areas:

Table 12 - Native Grass Seed Harvested - Morris WMD - FY 2003

WPA
Prairie
(combine)
Artichoke Lake
(combine)
Benson Lake
(seed stripper)
Hamann, Edwards
(hand harvest)
Several WPAs*
(hand harvest)
Rothi and
Hillman

Species
Native mix
In. PrDrop
Side oats
In, Lb, Bb
Side oats
PrDrop
Forbs+

Bulk Pounds
Harvested
-500

Little Blue
PrDrop
PrSmoke&
Pasque flower

%

%

Germ. Purltv
0
5.36

Date
10/02

-1,500

23

10.66

9/03

38.5

32.9
4.08
0

9/03

Varied

19
53
0

10/02

2.0

0

0

9/03

0.25
0.25

0
0

0
0

6/03
5/03

+The hand harvested species include: leadplant, purple/white prairie clovers,
coneflower, bergamot, onion, liatris sp., zizia sp., and prairie dropseed. Amounts
varied from less than one ounce to several pounds.
*WPAs include: Benson Lake, Edwards and Gilbertson. Seed was collected for
Thorstad WPA production plots.

Morning dew on crocus seed.

2003-8 5/2003 D. Oglesby
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HABITAT MANAGEMENT
3a.

Water Level Management
The District manages and monitors 32 water control structures on 20 WPAs and
two additional structures, under easement, on private land. Combined, these
structures have restored 1,64:2 wetland acres in four counties.
We analyze our water management by monthly observations, water level readings,
and annual aerial photography. Aerial photos are taken of each pool in late August
or early September and are a great tool to help us make water management
decisions for the upcoming year.
The overall objective for wetlands on WPAs is waterfowl production. Therefore,
we consider the association of the managed wetland with the surrounding wetland
complex. Management goals include spring food production, habitat for breeding
pairs and brood rearing, and fall migration resting areas.
There are also six beaver exclusion devices in place at water control structures.
These structures continue to work well and have saved many hours of beaver dam
removal. Beaver activity is always a possibility. This year Artichoke WPA,
Nelson Lake WPA, Sherstad Slough WPA, and Wall WPA have shown signs of
beaver activity. ·u they present a threat to the structures or land surrounding the
WPAs they will be removed.
This year aerial photography showed excellent hemi-marsh conditions on most of
our wetlands. There were two wetlands in drawdown this year to promote
vegetation growth. Each water control structure is intact and working. Board
inventory, maintenance, and replacement happened for a majority of the water
control structures (see section 2a for details about repairs to water control
structures). A few boards will have to be replaced again next year. We have
encountered problems just off of a few WPAs on private property so these
structures are not working at their full potential. These units seem to have
adequate wetland levels and waterfowl use for now.

3b.

Haying
Haying has been used for upland habitat management and noxious weed control on
a limited basis. It has been used primarily on pure stands of alfalfa and coolseason grass stands. The annual manipulation keeps the alfalfa in a more vigorous
condition. Haying is normally delayed until after July 15 to allow for duck nests
to hatch. On newer seedings, haying may take place earlier to eliminate a serious
noxious weed problem. No second cuttings occurred in 2003.
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Table 13 - Haying Summary - Morris WMD - FY 2003
Countv/WPA
Big Stone
Anderson
Bauman
Boehnke
Karsky
Karsky
Lane
Wagner
Lac qui Parle
Bolson Slough
Colbert
Farrell
Freeland
Freeland
Goodman
Has tad
Pearson
Taylor
Pope
Rolling Forks
Rolling Forks
Walden
Westport .
Stevens
Pepperton
Swift
Brady
Fahl
Monson Lake
Traverse
Gibson
Easement
LQP-C011
SW-C016-2
SW-C021-1
SW-146G
Total

3c.

First Cutting

Acres

7/15
7/15
7115
7115
7/15
7/15
7/15

29.5
7.0
37.0
16.0
14.0
43.0
39.0

8/01
7/05
7115
7/01
7/15
7/15
7/07
7/15
7/15

74.5
11.0
36.0
7.0
27.0
73.5
84.0
43.5
37.0

7/15
7/15
7/01
7115

43.0
4.0
20.0
24.0

7115

83.0

7/15
7/15
7/15

20.0
31.0
32.0

7/15

25.0

8/28
7/17
8/01
8/01

25.0
15.0
14.0
30.5
945.5

Grazing
We also use controlled grazing as a grassland management tool. The objectives
of grazing are to reduce litter buildup and relieve competition from invading coolseason grasses. We hope this will promote vigorous growth of desired grass
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species and create quality nesting habitat. A high concentration of livestock is
needed to remove a dense litter buildup and the new growth in roughly a 30-day
period of time. Grazing traditionally has not begun until mid-April for two
reasons. One, most cooperators are not through calving until early May. Two, the
combination of spring rains and high AUM' s can cause degradation of the sod.
Late snowfall and wet conditions this year again delayed some start dates. Most
cooperators had cattle out on WPAs from mid to late April through the end of
May. We have had a few grazers interested in fall grazing and implemented it on
two units. Due to lack of border fence, declining cattle operations, and
uninterested neighbors, we are only able to use grazing in limited areas.
The monitoring project at Appleton WPA and Swift County easement 147G,
begun in 2002 was compromised by the lack of cooperation from the grazier. The
rotation dates specified in the Special Use Permits were not followed, resulting in
longer duration grazing than was planned. The permit was revoked and the
cooperator was billed for the additional AUM's. For further details on the
monitoring project see Section 1b.
On the other units we are continuing the method of grazing an area for two years
and resting for three to five. We may try to fmd out how the number of years
resting affects stand health and invading communities to try to set threshold
standards for implementing grazing. Hopefully, after some time, we will be able
to use more specific timing and rotations on different units to improve grassland
quality and nesting habitat.
Table 14- Grazing Summary - Morris WMD - FY 2003
Countv/WPA
Big Stone
Hillman
Hillman
Twin Lakes
Chippewa
Lundgren
Lac qui Parle
Bolson Slough
Stevens
Johnson
Swift
Hanson
Gilbertson
Gilbertson
Easement
SW-147G
SW-147G
Total

Acres

AUM's

Fee/AUM Grazing Period

33
100
86

43
51
86

$2.75
$2.75
$2.75

4/15-5/20
4/15-5/26
4/21-5/31

122

112

$2.75

8/01-9/01

39

38

$2.75

4117-5120

201

200

$2.75

4/15-5120

78
34
35

65
25
25

$2.75
$2.75
$2.75

4/01-5/20
4/01-5/20
8/01-9/06

79
58

72
160

$2.75
$2.75

4115-5/20
8/01-9/06

865

877
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3d. Farming
In 2003, 492 acres were cooperatively farmed for seed bed preparations on 17
WPAs. Each year previously broken areas such as poor quality grasslands, old
stands of alfalfa, or food plots that are no longer in use are identified to be planted
back to natives. These areas are set up to be farmed for one to three years with
area cooperators and then seeded with a local eco-type seed mix. Additionally,
Thorstad WPA is an example of a unit that is partially farmed while production
plots of side oats grama, prairie dropseed, and little bluestem are established and
expanded as seed harvest permits.

There were 440 acres of cropland managed as food plots for resident wildlife. The
food plots were located on waterfowl production areas identified by the Minnesota
DNR as significant wintering areas for ring-necked pheasants and white-tailed
deer. All food plots were located near shelterbelts and/or cattail sloughs which
provided escape and winter cover. Plots were located on soils not classified as
highly erodible land, so as to have minimal soil loss potential. Com, soybeans,
and small grains are used in these plots. Soybeans or small grains are used in the
rotation to promote nutrient cycling and reduce insect or disease cycles associated
with repeated com growth. The cooperator is responsible for all field work, seed,
fertilizer, and weed control. One third of the plot is left standing in the field in
alternate strips. The alternate strips help disperse snow and reduce the chances of
the entire plot being buried in snow. The cooperator is allowed to harvest any
leftover crops the following spring. This year there was 100 percent compliance
with the condition clause to minimize fall tillage to leave waste grain available to
wildlife and reduce soil erosion.
Table 15 - Farming Summary (Food Plots) - Morris WMD - FY2003

County
Big Stone
Lac qui Parle
Pope
Stevens
Swift
Traverse
Yellow Medicine
Total

No. WPAs
With Food
Plots

No.
Food
Plots

10
1
3
11
5
4

12
1
3
12
5
6

£
36

Total
Acres

No. Food Estimated
Plots to be Acres
Removed Remaining

£

124
10
31
105
74
74
22

3
1
0
2
1
2
Q

98
0
31
91
67
52
22

41

440

9

361

Over the next few years some food plots will be taken out of production and
seeded to native grasses. The Morris CCP identifies some parameters for where
food plots will remain on WPAs to benefit wildlife the most. We hope to
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minimize grassland fragmentation and eliminate food plots that are too large for
the scale of the WPA on the landscape.
The Pomme de Terre chapter of the Minnesota Deer Hunters Association planted
the food plots on Edwards WPA and Pomme de Terre River WPA. Pheasant
Forever chapters have also been placing feeder cribs throughout the district on
both WPAs and private land.

3f.

Fire Management
Basic Firefighter Courses S-130 and S-190, Introduction to Fire Behavior, were
offered in March. Thirty-four students attended ranging from college students to
state and federal employees to private organizations from Minnesota, North and
South Dakota. Course S-211, Portable Pumps and Water Handling, was offered in
June with 24 students. All but one were Service employees. Many were able to
use their new skills on wildfire assignments later in the summer.
Some members of the ftre crew participated in the Firefighter Appreciation Parade
held in Alexandria, MN in June. The district's two Type VI Engines were entered
into the parade along with fire departments from Minnesota, North and South
Dakota.

Prescribed Fire

During a weekend in May with very high fire danger, the Morris district was ready
to respond with all its equipment and detailers from Tule Lake NWR and smoke
jumpers from BLM and Forest Service. 2003-9 4/2003 D. Lantz
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Very dry conditions in the spring slowed prescribed fire somewhat but increased
wildfire operations. The Morris staff burned 2,956 acres in FY 2003. Most of the
acres (2,850) were completed in the spring and 106 acres were completed in the
fall of 2002. A severe wildfire season around the country kept the National
Preparedness at a Level V which prevented any prescribed burning during the
summer and into the fall.

Table 16 - Prescribed Burn Summary - Morris WMD - FY 2003
County/WPA
Big Stone County
Lilly Stock Easement
Helgeson WPA
Schmeichel Easement
Donald Stock Easement
Rothi WPA-Unit A

Date Burned

Acres Burned

04/22/03
04/24/03
04/28/03
04/28/03
05/27/03

70
60
175
50
135

05/08/03

60

05/12/03
05/26/03
05/23/03

320
160
84

05/01/03
05/01/03
05/07/03

55
75
120

04/25/03
05/13/03
05/15/03
05/15/03

450
325
155
201

04/26/03
11107/02
11108/02

15
18
88

05/21/03

340

Chippewa County
Dale Hanson Easement

Lac qui Parle County
HastadWPA
Garfield WPA
Anderson Easement

Pope County
Gjerdingen WPA
AnnLakeWPA
Benson Lake WPA

Stevens County
GieseWPA
Long Lake WPA
MillerWPA
Pepperton WPA

Swift County
Artichoke Lake WPA-Unit B
Artichoke Lake WPA-Unit C
SvorWPA

Traverse County
Robinhood WPA

Total

2,956

Help for prescribed burning at Morris came from far and near. Locally help came
from Big Stone Refuge and Fergus Falls WMD. Further away help came from the
Service in Washington. BLM Smokejumpers from Boise, ID, Forest Service
Smokejumpers from Missoula, MT, and three Park Service Fire Use Modules from
South Dakota, Arizona, and New Mexico also gave us much needed help. We
thank everyone for their help in making this a successful prescribed fire season.
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Prescribed bum on Giese WPA, Stevens County.
2003-10 4/2003 D. Lantz

Wildirre
Extremely dry conditions persisted through the early part of spring making
conditions right for wildfires.
There were six wildfires which burned 779.2 acres reported on Service property in
FY 2003. The cause of most of the fues is unknown but it is expected that they
were human caused. The Morris staff assisted the Minnesota DNR and rural fire
departments in fighting wildfires around the district. They also assisted with two
wildfires in the Detroit Lakes area.

Table 17 - Wildfire Burn Summary - Morris WMD - FY 2003
Countv!WPA
Big Stone County
Big Stone WPA
Dismal Swamp WPA
Jorgenson WPA
Pope County
GreinerWPA
Stevens County
BahrWPA
LandersWPA
Total

Date Burned

Acres Burned

12/09/02
04112/03
06/01103

94.0
590.0
7.0

05/01/03

6.0

11120/02
04/11/03

2.2
80.0

779:1.
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Interagency fire assignments off district kept the fire staff busy. The National
Preparedness Level went to a high level early and stayed there into the fall. All
members of the fue staff got out on at least two assignments. The fire crew
participated in suppression activities in Montana, Colorado, Oregon, and
California.

Engines from Morris, Detroit Lakes and Fergus Falls Wetland Districts and
Tamarac NWR at a wildfire near Charles M. Russell Refuge in Montana.
2003-11 712003 D. Lantz

Equipment
A Ford F-550 and a Model 52 slip-on unit were purchased to replace an aging
engine. This engine was used on interagency assignments this year and performed
very well.

Safety
The safety record for fue management activities was good considering the large
amount of activity that occurred. There were two instances of foreign material in
an eye, a hurt ankle from a slip on a rock, a slipped disk on a prescribed fue, and
neck pains from a falling branch that hit a fuefighter during a wildfire near
Tamarac NWR. No firefighter was seriously hurt and all returned to duty the same
day or soon after.

Rural Fire Assistance Grants
Four Rural Fire Assistance Grants were awarded to fire departments in the district:
Clinton Fire Department received $7, 138.00, Starbuck Fire Department received
$9,585.00, Morris Fire Department received $17,730.00, and Brooten Fire
Department received $12,030.75.
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3g. Pest Plant Control
Weed control continues to play a significant role in the field season at the Morris
WMD. The addition of a permanent seasonal tractor operator has enabled us not
only to keep up with complaints but has also allowed us to be proactive and treat
known problem areas before a complaint is received. We have continued to move
away from summer application of chemical opting instead for summer mowing
followed by a fall herbicide application. Unseasonably wet conditions in the fall
limited the amount of spraying that was accomplished but a few sites were treated
and we will monitor these to see if the kill rate is better than just a summer
herbicide application.
Table 18 - Noxious Weed Control - Morris WMD - FY 2003

County

Mow

Acres Treated
Spray
Contracted

Total

Big Stone
Chippewa
Lac qui Parle
Pope
Stevens
Swift
Traverse
Yellow Med.

311.0
15.0
80.0
24.0
191.0
0.0
96.0
0.0

231.0
101.0
71.0
19.0
374.0
2.5
151.0
0.0

67.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
22.0
0.0
54.7

609.5
116.0
151.0
43.0
565.0
24.5
247.0
54.7

Total2003

717.0

949.5

144.2

1,810.7

Total2002

827.0

475.0

0.0

1,302.0

Total2001

397.0

1,179.0

145.0

1,721.0

Total2000

521.0

687.0

0.0

1,208.0

The regional hydro axe was also used to remove undesirable woody vegetation
from WPAs. The majority of work was done on Rothi WPA, Big Stone County,
but cutting was also done on Centennial (Big Stone County), Bengston and
Appleton (Swift County) WPAs.
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Canada thistle on Giese WPA after spring Curtail treatment.
2003-12 6/2003 D. Beck

Biological Control
Purple Loosestrife

A surprised staff member found loosestrife beetles already present on the
newly discovered plants at Larson WPA. The origin of the beetles is a
2003-13 8/2003 D. Oglesby
mystery.
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Control of loosestrife started in 1997 with the raising and release of loosestrife
beetles (Galerercella spp.). Populations continue to do their job controlling at
Nelson Lake, Ouren, Benson Lake, and Overby WPAs in Pope County and at
Darnen WPA in Stevens County. New infestations were found this season on
Larson and Lake Johanna WPAs in Pope County. Loosestrife plants were
eradicated by hand digging at Lake Johanna WPA.
Leafy Spurge
The leafy spurge bio-control project began in 1996 with the introduction of flea
beetles (Aphthona lacetosa, Aphthona czwalinea, and Aphthonajlava) as
biological control agents for use in the district. Beetles were harvested from
established populations and released in other leafy spurge problem areas. Morris
district's population of beetles has become so numerous that other wetland districts
in the region have been invited to collect from our collection areas. This year the
local DNR collected 20,000 from Mosquito Ranch WPA. Morris WMD harvested
57,500 flea beetles in 2003 from seven WPAs as follows:
Table 19 - Beetles Harvested from WPAs - Morris WMD - FY 2003
County
Big Stone
Pope
Stevens
Swift
Traverse
Yellow Medicine

WPA
Dismal Swamp
AvokSlough
Weiler
Lynch Lake
Loen
Mosquito Ranch
Dakota

Beetles Collected
500
1,000
15,000
2,000
2,000
36,000
1,000

During the season 57,500 beetles were released onto seven (four new and three
existing) WPAs on 12 sites. To date beetles are at 139 release sites on 40 WPAs
which total14,753 acres of which 413.6 are infested with leafy spurge.
Table 20 - Flea Beetle Release - Morris WMD - FY 2003
No. Sites
1
1

No. Released
2,000
500

County
Big Stone

WPA
Rothi
Redhead Marsh

Pope

Kolstad Lake
Walden

1
1

10,000
8,000

Stevens

Sherstad Slough

1

21,000

Traverse

Jenk

1

15,000

Yell ow Medicine

Kontz

1

1,000
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Before: Dismal Swamp WPA, Big Stone County- 10,000 flea beetles released
at this site on June 18, 2002. 2003-14 6/2002 D. Oglesby

After: Dismal Swamp WPA, Big Stone County- one year after beetle
released, only a few plants remain. 2003-15 7/2003 D. Oglesby
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The procedure for monitoring flea beetle population at.release sites allows
cooperators to focus on harvesting and releasing insects while still being able to
provide Minnesota Cooperative Biological Weed Control program with
information. Monitoring is conducted with a 15 inch sweep net at points in north,
south, east, and west directions at 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 foot intervals. Flea beetles
are counted after each sweep and recorded. Four sites were monitored once during
the year with sweep net sampling as follows:
Table 21 - Flea Beetle Sampling Results - Morris WMD - FY 2003
WPA
Loen
Lynch Lake
Taylor
Stegner

Site
4
4
1
1

Results
6/16
3
6/16
4
7/03
66
6117
0

In 2003 beetles were very late in emerging (late June), and were seen till midAugust. Great numbers were not observed as they have been in past years.

--
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FISH AND WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
4a. Bird Banding
Morris staff assisted one bird banding effort in FY 2003. In July staff members
worked with the Minnesota DNR to band approximately 765 Canada geese
(Branta canadensis) as part of an effort to determine whether the local breeding
population is being harvested during the early goose season.

4b. Disease Monitoring and Treatment
Avian Botulism
An outbreak of Avian Botulism, Type C, took a total of 1,399 birds on Mud Lake
in Traverse County along the Minnesota/South Dakota border. This shallow lake
receives water from Lake Traverse to the south and flows north to become the
Boise de Sioux River.

Morris staff contributed 116.5 hours to help with the collection and burial
of the dead birds. 2003-16 9/2003 W. Henderson

Personnel from Glenwood DNR checked the lake in August and found nothing.
The outbreak was first discovered by goose hunters during the early goose hunting
season in September. Clean-up efforts started September 17 and ended October 1.
The DNR spear-headed the clean-up activities with help from the following
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agencies: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Morris WMD, Waubay WMD, and Big
Stone NWR) and South Dakota Game, Fish and Parks.
A list of the numbers and species found during clean-up follows:

Table 22 - Avian Botulism Mortality on Mud Lake, Traverse County,
Minnesota - September 17- October 1, 2003
Species
Waterfowl
Mallard
Blue-winged teal
Green-winged teal
Gadwall
Wood duck
Northern pintail
Northern shoveler
Unknown ducks
Canada goose
Other birds
Grebe
Snipe
Rail
American coot
American white pelican
Double-crested cormorant
Gulls
Total of All Birds

Number Picked Up
446
97
74
11

6
16
89
337
5
2

3
1
247

46
13
Q
1,399

Chronic Wasting Disease
Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD), a fatal infectious disease of the brain and
nervous system, naturally occurs in North American deer and Rocky Mountain elk.
In August, 2002, an elk from a Minnesota elk farm was discovered to have CWD.
The disease has never been found in the wild deer population of Minnesota;
however, cases have been found in neighboring states of South Dakota and
Wisconsin, and Saskatchewan, Canada.
About 500 deer surrounding the outbreak area were tested for the disease, none
had CWD. Then, during the 2002 firearms deer season, approximately 4,500 brain
samples were collected by DNR staff and volunteers (including two Morris staff)
from deer check-in stations. All tested negative. The DNR will test for another
two years.

West Nile
West Nile Virus (WN) may be dramatically affecting wildlife, especially wild bird
populations. The American crow, ftsh crow, and blue jay appear to be the most
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susceptible species. Native bird populations in the United States were not
previously exposed until1999. Based on Christmas Bird Count, Breeding Bird
Survey, and reports from birders, there have been declines in observation of many
local bird populations. However, it is not known if the declines can be attributed
to West Nile.
As of late December 2003, WN has been detected in wildlife, primarily birds, in
44 states and five Canadian provinces. Over 160 wild and captive bird species
have been infected. In our district state health offices confirmed the following
cases based on tests of tissue samples from dead and diseased wild birds: Big
Stone County-1, Lac qui Parle County-7, Chippewa County-1, Stevens County-2,
Swift County-1, and Yellow Medicine County-1. Many were crows.

4c.

Re-introductions
Restoring Greater Prairie Chickens to West-Central Minnesota
The Morris WMD continued its involvement with an effort to re-establish a greater
prairie chicken (Tympanuchus cupido pinnatus) population in west-central
Minnesota. This project is a c~operative effort between the Service, the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources, the Minnesota Prairie Chicken Society, The
Nature Conservancy, and the Society ofTympanuchus Cupido Pinnatus. From
1999 to 2002, 205 greater prairie chickens were relocated from northwestern
Minnesota to eight locations in west-central Minnesota (see Table 23). We
discovered during this time that it is most effective to first concentrate on summer
releases to establish a network of booming grounds three to five miles apart,
before supplementing the population with spring or fall releases. Prairie chickens
are less mobile during the summer after conclusion of the breeding season and so
are more likely to establish near the release site. Because prairie chickens are
highly attracted to resident birds, it is then possible to do large supplemental
releases during the spring or fall (when it is easier to catch large numbers of birds
on their home territories).
This supplemental release phase began in 2003 with the release of an additional
101 birds to the project area. We have relocated a total of 306 birds during the
project. This year, there were nine booming grounds in the project area with a
total of 51 cocks. Seven of the booming grounds were established with summer
releases. One was established on Rothi WPA with a large spring release in midApril, 2003.
The ninth booming ground provides yet another example of the amazing
movement data we have collected during this project. This booming ground was
incidentally discovered on an isolated patch of prairie in Traverse County (Miller
Prairie Preserve), when researchers located a missing hen there. The hen had been
released in September of2002 at Dismal Swamp WPA, approximately 21 miles
south of Miller Prairie. A radioed male (released at Sleeping Bison in April, 2003,
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about 40 miles south of Miller Prairie), along with a non-radioed male and nonradioed female were also found at that time. Later in the summer, yet another
radioed female was located at Miller Prairie. She was released at Lawrence WPA
in September, 2002, and then moved to Dismal Swamp WPA (20 miles). After
losing a nest at Dismal Swamp this spring, she moved to Miller Prairie and pulled
off a successful nest there!
Our hope is that the west-central Mimiesota prairie chicken population is now
sufficient that even birds willing to make these extensive movements will fmd
other prairie chickens within our project area. Another year of large-scale
supplemental releases is planned for 2004.

Table 23 - Number of Greater Prairie Chickens Released at Each Relocation
Site 1999 - 2003 (Calendar Year)
Number Released
Location

e

Big Stone NWR
Chippewa Prairie
Dismal Swamp WPA
Has tad/Hegland WPA
Lawrence WPA
Plover Prairie
Rothi WPA
Sleeping Bison
VictoryWMA

Total

1999

2000

10
16

18

09

04

2001

22
18

53

16
15
07

19

60

41

2002
06
19
02
07
06

2003

Total

12

22
40
19
36
29
52
24
58
26

21

11

12
24
32

51

101

306

4d. Nest Structures
Morris WMD has two main goals in the station's nest structure program: to
maintain approximately 300 nest structures on WPAs within the district, and to
distribute nest structures to cooperators with reliable instructions for placement
and maintenance. The cooperators must be willing to set up and maintain the
structures on private land. The structures, including mounting post and bracket,
predator guard, and hardware are given away through the station's private lands
program. The mounting posts are used sign posts supplied free by the local State
Department of Transportation office. This has been a very successful and well
received program by the public. In FY 2003 we gave away 72 cylinders to
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participants. Since the inception of the program in 1995, we have distributed
1,221 nest cylinders.
A concerted effort was made in FY 2002 to revamp our nesting cylinder program
on WPAs. The recent high water cycle has had a significant impact on wetland
vegetation and water elevations damaging or inundating a number of the 300
structures we strive to maintain on WPAs. We used this opportunity to re-examine
the placement and use of all cylinders on each WPA. It was decided that any
WPA that has a use rate of under 30 percent would have its structures removed,
placing them on WPAs with a use rate of at least 30 percent. Of the 69 WPAs
which had nesting structures on them, 44 fell in the under 30 percent use rate.
This called for the removal of 143 nesting structures. On the remaining 25 WPAs
with use rates above 30 percent, 236 structures needed to be added or repositioned.
By concentrating structures on high use WPAs we hope to reduce costs while
increasing waterfowl production.
Accomplishments in 2003 included the removal of 87 structures on 15 WPAs and
the installation or repositioning of 65 structures on 10 WP As. Structures are
maintained during the winter months when ice conditions warrant.

Nest structure maintenance is done in the winter when ice conditions permit.
This track vehicle is used to drive to cylinder locations with needed supplies.
2003-17 112003 D. Haugen

Results from the 2002 nesting season included 212 nesting structures on WPAs
available for use, of which 11 were wood duck structures, with 421 nesting sites
located on these structures. Nests were initiated on Ill or 52.36 percent of the
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structures. There were 158 total nests initiated with an 80.38 percent success rate.
The major cause for unsuccessful nesting attempts was abandonment (20.25
percent). None of the 158 nests were predated.
As a community service project, Morris Area High School 9th graders constructed
130 nest cylinders for the district. The cylinders, along with a predator guard,
mounting bracket and post, are given away free to anyone with a suitable wetland.
The Morris Wetlands Management District's Friends Group constructed 72 nest
cylinders as a group activity. These cylinders are used to replace those needing
replacement on our units.

4e.

Pest, Predator, and Exotic Animal Control
Goose Depredation
In accordance with a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Fish
and Wildlife Service and the Minnesota DNR, Morris WMD responded to giant
. Canada goose damage complaints in cropland adjacent to WPAs. Biological
Technician Zastrow was assigned as the district's contact for goose damage
complaints.
Morris WMD received two calls. Many other complaints that originated adjacent
to WPAs were handled by the Minnesota DNR. Our task, when responding to
complaints, is to explain all available options to the landowner. Short-term
solutions discussed were hazing/scare tactics, fencing, and shooting permits. Long
term solutions such as enrolling in CRP buffers and different crop rotations were
also discussed. The majority of landowners chose shooting permits as their
abatement method. Shooting permits were issued by the local wildlife manager.
Table 24 shows shooting permits issued by county and geese taken.
Table 24 - Goose Complaints and Shooting Permits - Morris WMD
FY2003

County
Big Stone
Chippewa
Lac qui Parle
Pope
Stevens
Swift
Traverse
Yellow Medicine
Total

Number
ComJ!laints
9
2
0
4
9
0
0

1
27

Shooting
Permits Issued
9
0
0
3
4
0
0
Q

16

Geese
Killed
25
0
0
0
10
0
0
Q

35
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The number of complaints was down in 2003; however area biologists speculate
that some landowners were not following the permit process and were instead
shooting geese causing damage on their own. The majority of the complaints
received were regarding large groups of adolescent birds. With minimal hazing
most of these geese left the area and were of little concern.

Goose production in the Morris district continued to be high. This resulted
in complaints from landowners about crop depredation.
2003-18 5/2003 D. Oglesby

Beaver
District staff continued to control beaver and muskrat as part of our water
management activities. When a site is identified as having an active beaver, traps
are set until the animal causing damage is caught. Animals removed in FY 2003
include one beaver and one muskrat from Artichoke WPA (Big Stone County),
one beaver from Nelson Lake WPA (Pope County), and two beaver from Service
wetland restoration sites located on private land. In addition, we partnered with
the DNR to trap six beaver from Delong WPA. This WPA is actually in the
Fergus Falls work area (Grant County) but the backup of water was affecting our
Sherstad Slough unit which prompted our involvement in the removal process.
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COORDINATION ACTIVITIES
Sa.

Interagency Coordination
Project Leader Delehanty and Biologist Haugen attended meetings and provided
assistance to the Bois de Sioux Watershed District in their effort to purchase and
restore Moonshine Lake as a flood control and wildlife habitat restoration project.
Biologist Haugen assisted the Soil and Water Conservation District office in Pope
County in restoring wetlands associated with CREP easements.
Biological Technician Oglesby provided assistance to the City of Benson and the
Benson High School in the planning and development of Ambush Park, a 140 acre
city park, into an environmental outdoor learning center for the school and park
users.

A Waterfowl Management Coordination Meeting was held at Morris.
Agencies represented included: Minnesota DNR, Ducks Unlimited, NRCS,
and Fish & Wildlife Service. 2003-19 1/2003 K. Goodwin
Staff members participated in on-going county conservation review group
meetings and county water planning meetings. Biologist Vacek attended the Lac
qui Parle-Yellow Bank Clean Water Partnership meetings.
Staff members worked with other agencies that included Soil and Water
Conservation Districts, local water boards, NRCS, County Highway Departments,
landowners, etc. on water related issues.
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5c.

Private Land Activities
The Morris WMD had one FfE for the private lands program during FY 2003.
Funding for the program generally comes from the Fish and Wildlife Service
Partners for Wildlife Program, Challenge Cost Share program, North American
Waterfowl Management Plan, and private donations. The FY 2003 budget was
$109,995 with an additional $51,542 received from the LCMR Habitat Corridors
Project and $7,560 from private donations and/or partners. This budget covers
salaries, supplies, and prairie and wetland restoration costs as well as repairs on
past projects.
Gary Brunko's Morris Area High School 9th Grade Biology class assisted the
station's private lands program by constructing mallard nesting cylinders for
distribution to private landowners interested in maintaining them on their
properties. Seventy-two mallard nesting cylinders along with mounting brackets,
poles and predator guards were given to individuals for their use.
Kyle Kirkeby's fourth grade class at Ortonville Public School donated money
again this year in their "adopt a wetland restoration" program initiated by Kirkeby .
nine years ago. The past eight years their donations went towards private lands
wetland restoration projects. This year's donation went towards the restoration of
the newly purchased 596 acre Centennial WPA near Clinton in partnership with a
North American Wetland Conservation Grant.
The highlight of the year came in July when Kirkeby and his fourth grade students
from 1995-2003 were awarded the National Wetland Conservation Award in the
group/organization category for exceptional wetland conservation activities. The
students' enthusiasm and creative methods of raising funds to restore local
wetlands and associated native grasslands on private and public lands set them
apart from the rest. Since 1995, students in Kirkeby's fourth-grade classes have
raised approximately $8,450 through a variety of creative fund-raising programs.
These funds generated more than $55,000 in matching funds from conservation
partners. The funds have been responsible for restoring more than 540 acres of
wetlands in Big Stone County. These restored wetlands provide water quality and
flood control benefits to Big Stone Lake and the Minnesota River Watershed.
Through their involvement, the fourth grade students have emphasized the
importance of restoring habitats for waterfowl, migratory birds and resident
wildlife.
Kirkeby received his award on July 1, during the Federal Duck Stamp's First Day
of Sale event in Washington, D.C. Steve Williams, Director of the Fish and
Wildlife Service, presented the award during the event, which recognized the
newest federal duck stamp design artist. Kirkeby received a framed and matted
certificate and a framed and matted 2003-2004 federal duck stamp print by Ron
Louque, a Virginia wildlife artist.
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Manager Steve Delehanty congratulated Kyle Kirkeby at the award ceremony
in Washington, D.C.
2003-20 7/2003
Private Lands Grass Drills
In 1997, the Morris WMD Partners for Fish and Wildlife Program purchased two
Dura Tech Haybuster grass drills. The money to purchase the drills was raised
from donations from Minnesota Waterfowl Association, Ducks Unlimited, Stevens
County Pheasants Forever Chapter, and the Yell ow Medicine County Soil and
Water Conservation District. These donations were matched through the Service's
Challenge Cost Share Program with the remaining balance coming from the Upper
Mississippi River Headquartersffallgrass Prairie Ecosystem.
Table 25 - Private Lands Seedings - Morris WMD - FY 1998-FY 2003

Year
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998

Number of
Landowners
40
60
31
53
27
41

Number of
Acres Seeded
1,289.2
1,440.3
1,229.0
2,046.0
969.0
1,840.0

The number of landowners and acres seeded decreased slightly this year due
mainly to the smaller number of new CRP contracts. Swift County Soil and Water
Conservation District, for the third year, coordinated the use of one drill in parts of
Big Stone, Lac qui Parle, Chippewa, Pope and all of Swift counties. This left ROS
Bright with the responsibility of coordinating the activities of one drill in Stevens,
Traverse, and parts of Pope and Big Stone counties.
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RESOURCE PROTECTION
6a.

Law Enforcement
The station started the fiscal year with only one dual function officer, ROS Beck.
In November 2002 Wayne Henderson was selected to fill the Wildlife Biologist
(Enforcement) position. Henderson spent 14 weeks (January through April) at the
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center in Georgia. Upon his return Henderson
spent another 10 weeks in field training. Field training was conducted at Devils
Lake Wetland Management District (six weeks) and Detroit Lakes Wetland
Management District (four weeks). The work at Devils Lake WMD focused on
easement violations and at Detroit Lakes WMD the focus was on public use. The
experience gained at Devils Lake WMD has proved to be invaluable in
Henderson's easement work here at Morris. In August Henderson returned to
Morris WMD to start work on the back log of easement cases.
Most enforcement activities at Morris WMD are associated with easement
violations and WPA use regulations. With 246 WPAs and 71 1 easement contracts
scattered through eight counties, there is no shortage of conflict to deal with. State
Conservation Officers carry the brunt of the responsibility for hunting and public
use enforcement within the district. We maintain a good rapport with state
officers, working cooperatively during the fall hunting seasons and providing
assistance when requested. This year, in cooperation with state conservation
officers, we issued 18 citations and 34 warnings.
Waterfowl Production Areas

Trespass farming on Gorder WPA , Pope County.
2003-21 4/2003 D. Oglesby
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Most WPA management problems are detected during routine work activities,
easement surveillance flights, or brought to our attention by the public. Typical
and recurring issues include farming encroachment, rock dumping, vandalism,
vehicle trespass, dead animal or garbage dumping, and private drainage affecting
WPA wetlands. In FY 2003 approximately 20 violations were documented on
WPAs. By year's end most had been satisfactorily resolved.
Easements
Most easement violations are detected by annual surveillance flights. Typical
violations are associated with activities that degrade wetland value such as filling
and draining. Because of the extensive training that is now required for law
enforcement authority, very little work was done on easement violations this year.
The authority to cite an individual is an essential element to resolving easement
violations. But, because the ultimate goal is restoration of the resource, citations
are seldom used. By year end only one case had been closed and approximately
60 cases remain open.

6b. Permits and Economic Use Management
During FY 2003 we issued 37 Special Use Permits. The permits were issued for
cutting hay, grazing, and cash rent farming (see Sections 3b,c,d), firewood cutting,
fencing, and feeder cribs on WPAs and habitat easements.

6c.

Contaminant Investigations
Darnen WPA Water Quality Monitoring
In the summer of 2001, the City of Morris began construction to expand an
existing industrial park. Included with this work is a storm water drainage system
that empties into a ditch running through a wetland basin on Darnen WPA
(Stevens County). In 2003, Morris WMD staff continued to document water
quality and vegetation community structure at the Darnen wetland. Samples are
taken periodically (once in spring and fall each year and after significant rain
events). Starting in 2003, we decided to sample for oil and grease only during the
fall visit because of the cost associated with the analysis (samples are sent to a lab
in Cambridge, MN). However, timing of the freeze-up in area wetlands precluded
the fall monitoring visit this year.
The main purpose of this sampling effort is to observe any long-term water quality
changes at Darnen WPA, and we recognize that it may be several years before we
can determine the full effect of the industrial park storm water runoff. In the shortterm, however, it is interesting to note the water quality trends within the wetland.
Again this year, we observed some water quality improvements from where storm
water enters the wetland to where water leaves Darnen WPA. Generally, the water
quality trends over time are similar between sites even when specific quantities are
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different. For example, spikes in chloride values usually occur on the same date at
both sites, though the magnitude of the spike is higher at site #1 (where water
enters the wetland).

6g. Land Acquisition Support
Several years of changes and problems in our real estate branch fmally reached a
disappointing but predictable outcome in 2003. Dramatic changes in the appraisal
process and a general lack of support for field-based land acquisition have led to a
near shutdown of our once proud acquisition program. What 40 years of controversy and debate over land acquisition could not do, we have instead done to
ourselves. Wetland management districts were created to influence waterfowl
production and migratory bird habitat across a vast landscape. That requires an
acquisition program that is effective across the entire landscape. At the close of
fiscal year 2003, we no longer have that in Minnesota.

Fee Title
We purchased one tract covering less than two acres in 2003. After years of
acquiring thousands of acres per year and, in more recent times, hundreds of acres
per year, this year we acquired 1.97 acres. This is the Doherty tract next to our
headquarters facility. The Morris WMD has long identified a land acquisition
target of 74,830 acres of fee title land. If we continue to purchase land at the 2003
rate, we will achieve our goal acres in 12,129 years.
During the year, we also received ownership of an FmHA fee-title transfer tract
that has been in the works for several years. This 115 acre tract is now managed
as the Hawk Creek WPA in Chippewa County. We restored numerous wetlands
on the property in 2003 and seeded the uplands to a native grass mix. Another 160
acres of adjacent high quality wetlands and grasslands were enrolled into a
permanent easement with another agency, leaving us with a habitat block of 275
acres.

Table 26 - Waterfowl Production Area Realty Acreage - Morris WMD
FY 2003
County
Big Stone
Chippewa
Lac qui Parle
Pope
Stevens
Swift
Traverse
Yellow Medicine

Units
60

Total

246

2
18
64
55
30
12
~

Realty Acres
11,494.0
360.1
4,010.4
12,917.5
9,634.0
7,608.9
4,105.2
959.6
51,089.7

Goal Acres
15,600
0
6,600
21,000
12,850
10,800
6,720
1.260
74,830
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Table 27* - Waterfowl Production Area Managed Acreage - Morris WMD
FY 2003

County
Big Stone
Chippewa
Lac qui Parle
Pope
Stevens
Swift
Traverse
YellowMed.
Total

Managed Acres
9/30/02
Units
Acres
60
1
18
64
55
30
12
~

245

11,537.27
244.3
3,991.9
13,004.5
9,679.7
7,653.4
4,141.8
956.3
51,209.17

Managed Acres
9/30/03
Units
Acres

~

11,547.50
360.10
3,991.90
13,004.50
9,676.50
7,653.40
4,141.80
956.30

246

51,332.00

60
2
18
64
55
30
12

*Keeping an accurate tally of the acreage of so many units is difficult. The acres recorded
as purchased in real estate records are shown in Table 26 above. The actual acres we
manage do not precisely match real estate records. The two most common reasons are
1) land use lines that differ from legal descriptions and 2) managing land within the
boundaries of a meandered lake. Although we do not technically own the land within
the meander line, water levels are often low enough that we end up managing a fringe of
land between the meander line and the water's edge.

The current state of our acquisition program makes the search for quality
acquisition projects nearly pointless. Too often, we alienate potential sellers with
our long delays in getting them an offer and end up hurting our own credibility.
Moreover, the-rapidly increasing real estate market and state of the farm economy
cause few people to walk in our door interested in selling. Many of those
interested in land use changes typically sell to a private buyer or gravitate to land
conservation programs available through USDA or state agencies once they realize
how long we will take to get them a purchase offer.
The legislation authorizing purchase of WPAs requires that the Fish and Wildlife
Service receive approval by the state involved. In Minnesota, the state makes its
decision to approve or deny acquisition tract-by-tract through a decision by the
Land Exchange Board. Land Exchange Board members are the Governor, State
Auditor, and State Attorney General. Before going to the land exchange board, we
discuss the proposed acquisition with the Board of Commissioners of the county
involved. The county does not approve or disapprove the acquisition but does
express its opinion to the Land Exchange Board through this process that we call
certification. With county certification, Land Exchange Board approval is almost
automatic; without county certification, approval at the state level is less assured.
As a result, we spend much time discussing each fee and easement tract with local
counties who occasionally use the forum to discuss an array of issues regarding the
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Fish and Wildlife Service. Water, weeds, and taxes are frequent subjects. While
the meetings are occasionally challenging, they do force the staff to hear and
consider local concerns regarding management of federal land. Federal land
acquisition is almost always controversial anywhere in the country. On wetland
management districts though, we usually acquire land each year and thus the
difficult relationships that often arise from land acquisition never have a chance to
completely heal before the next acquisition project.
The tax loss issue remains an important issue related to land acquisition. A trust
fund payment is made to the county government with each new fee purchase
where revenue sharing is short. The interest from the trust fund payment, when
invested at the current one-year treasury bill interest rate, should make up the
difference between the revenue sharing payment and the taxes that would be paid
on the land if it remained private property. The payments are only made in cases
where the estimated revenue sharing payment for the land is less than the current
taxes on the property. It is up to the counties to decide what to do with the money;
they can spend it or invest it. Previously purchased land is not covered by the trust
fund payments since they are made as part of the land purchase. The county
commissioners appreciate this program but don't consider it the answer to the
revenue sharing problem and "all our back taxes."
Removing cropland from agricultural production is the other major concern that is
raised more and more often by people opposed to our program. Commissioners
from various counties frequently raise concerns of losing cropland acres for local
farmers. Cropland loss is also used as an argument against our habitat (grassland)
easements or wetland easements involving wetland restoration.
Revenue sharing payments (so-called "in-lieu-of-tax payments") are important to
our acquisition program. The commissioners are understandably interested in the
annual payment their county receives and they are concerned about low payments.
In 2002, counties received only 49 percent of the amount prescribed by the
revenue sharing formula (3/4 of 1 percent of fair market value). It is tough to
explain to counties why the government is not paying 100 percent of its revenue
sharing commitment. Worse yet, we cannot even claim that the agency is seeking
100 percent payments since executive branch budgets often do not include
sufficient money for 100 percent revenue sharing payments. Even at 100 percent
of the revenue sharing formula, our payments to counties fall short of private
property taxes in much of Minnesota. Of course, we make many fewer demands
on county resources than do owners of private land. Our drain on county resources
for infrastructure, law enforcement, and human services is minimal or absent.
Furthermore, in Minnesota, state school aid formulas tend to offset any loss of
local property tax and prevent any loss of income to a school district when we
purchase land. Still, while our net economic effect to most counties is almost
certainly positive, it is difficult to get past the fact that we pay less than 100
percent of the expected and authorized amount.
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Table 28 - Revenue Sharing Payments - Morris WMD
FY 2000 - FY 2003
County

FY2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

FY2003

Big Stone
Chippewa
Lac qui Parle
Pope
Stevens
Swift
Traverse
YellowMed

$21,624
574
7,151
29,402
27,265
19,567
11,259
2,845

$29,491
585
7,299
30,010
27,830
19,972
11,492
2.904

$23,138
547
6,818
28,035
25,980
18,657
10,736
2,713

$ *

Total

$119,687

$129,583

$116,624

*Payments for 2003 have not yet been received.
The continuing low annual revenue sharing payments and other problems often
lead to county concerns about acquisition. These concerns occasionally make
obtaining county certification difficult. Together with previously described
problems in our land acquisition program, these factors tend to discourage the
wetland district manager from being aggressive in land acquisition, including fee
areas. We have not actively sought many fee projects recently but still pursue
desirable walk-in cases.
The long term future of fee acquisition is unknown. Our real estate capabilities,
. the farm economy, farm programs, revenue sharing, and many other issues
combine to influence our land acquisition program. With the continued
degradation of habitat on private land, fee-title acquisition remains a critical tool
for habitat protection.
Wetland Easements
We permanently protected 95.2 wetland acres with five new wetland easements
this year. Last year we purchased 16 wetland easements covering 261 acres of
wetland. Once again, difficulties in achieving timely purchase offers and other
internal barriers limited our success in 2003.
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Despite wetland protection laws, shallow wetlands continue to be drained.
This ephemeral wetland was drained with a tile line this year. The red flag
2003-22 6/2003 S. Delehanty
marks the tile inlet.

Table 29 - Wetland Easement Program Status - Morris WMD - FY 2003

Number
Easements

Wetland
Acres

Total
Easement
Acres

Acres

Big Stone
Chippewa
Lac qui Parle
Pope
Stevens
Swift
Traverse
YellowMed.

196
2
38
244
54
62
35
~

6,668.0
57.0
1,196.0
8,670.7
1,692.0
1,327.2
1,146.0
158.0

24,900.25
200.00
4,538.58
33,596.08
4,716.38
4,672.08
3,871.51
559.27

42,640
0
23,540
44,180
6,090
14,540
8,440
7,860

Total2003
Total2002
Total2001
Total2000
Total1999
Total1998

639
634
618
611
595
584

20,914.9
20,875.0
20,606.0
20,429.0
20,074.0
19,759.0

77,054.15
76,854.47
75,303.17
74,671.17
73,026.79
71,513.37

147,290
147,290
147,290
147,290
147,290
147,290

County

Goal
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Under the terms of a wetland easement, the Fish and Wildlife Service purchases
the rights to drain, burn, level, or fill wetlands from a willing seller. Easements of
highest priority have been those which preserve wetlands within two miles of a
waterfowl production area. However, wetlands near state land or other acceptable
habitat can also be prot~ted by easement.
The future of our .easement program is directly related to funds, staff time, and the
process by which we provide landowners an easement offer. We could take many
more easements if we had the staff time for making unsolicited easement contacts.
Many wetlands are still available that need protection and the program remains
popular with landowners. We also get many easement opportunities related to
wetland restoration projects accomplished with our private lands program.
The commissioners must review all easement tracts for certification as with fee
tracts. Easement certification is often routine. However, some tracts lead to
serious concerns by the county. The major, objection is placing an easement on
restored wetlands that were previously considered cropland. Many commissioners
view that as a loss of productive agricultural land and are also concerned that the
conversion to marsh will reduce tax revenue. Also, any time we restore wetlands,
it leads to concerns by neighbors and thus commissioners who fear that we will
cause flooding on adjoining land without permission. While we never flood a
neighbor's land without permission, it is hard to overcome a deep rooted tradition
that says draining water is good and storing water is bad.

Wildlife Habitat Protection Easements
The Fish and Wildlife Service introduced the habitat easement in 1993. This
easement is aimed at maintaining grassland habitat adjacent to wetlands. While
native prairie tracts receive the highest priority, we pursue easements on other
grassland habitat too as long as the block provides significant waterfowl value.
Four types of easement are available. The four options allow varying
opportunities for grazing and limited haying; otherwise the easement is very
restrictive and allows virtually no uses except walking, hunting, and trapping. The
landowner is required to pay taxes and control noxious weeds. The easement is
perpetual with a one-time payment to the landowner. Most landowners interested
in this easement are interested in the most restrictive easement option with the
most generous payment. Typically, they are either recreational landowners or
farmers who no longer raise cattle and thus have no interest in grazing or haying
their grasslands. While we frequently prefer to use this most restrictive easement,
we occasionally insist on a less restrictive easement to meet our needs.
We purchased just two habitat easements this year. The McNeil easement in
Traverse County provides a block of grass adjacent to the 5,000 acre Mud Lake, a
valuable waterfowl marsh. The Randall easement protects native prairie and other
grassland and wetlands in an area of superior waterfowl habitat in Big Stone
County.
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Table 30 - Easements For Wildlife Habitat Protection Status
Morris WMD - FY 2003
County

Easements

Acres

19
0
8
6
0
13
2

1

1,733.38
0.00
579.00
271.15
0.00
778.12
296.16
77.09

49
47
43
40
27
25

3,734.90
3,456.74
3,105.70
2,832.59
1,787.35
1,743.35

Big Stone
Chippewa
Lac qui Parle
Pope
Stevens
Swift
Traverse
Yellow Medicine

2003 Total
2002 Total
.2001 Total
2000 Total
1999 Total
1998 Total

The habitat easements must have commissioner review and Land Exchange Board
approval in the same manner as the wetland easement. These easements also
count against the goal easement acres set for most Minnesota counties.

Farmers Home Administration Easements
The former Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) is now part of the Farm
Service Agency (FSA). For consistency, we continue to call easements related to
their programs FmHA easements. We inspect each easement for compliance each
year and manage the units in a manner similar to our habitat easements, using
prescribed fire, haying, grazing, or no management action as appropriate.
Table 31 - FmHA Easements - Morris WMD - FY 2003

County
Big Stone
Chippewa
Lac qui Parle
Pope
Stevens
Swift
Traverse
Yell ow Medicine

Easements
1
1
2
5
1
10
0

J..

Easement
Tracts*
1
1
2
11

2
17
0

2

43
Total
23
*Some easements contain more than one tract.

Acres
4.82
63.20
114.93
220.13
73.55
418.12
0.00
342.48
1,237.23
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Changes in USDA rules and policies have nearly eliminated opportunities to
acquire additional FmHA easements. In 2003, we received title to a property from
FSA. We had requested fee-title ownership several years ago. This 115 acre tract
is now managed as the Hawk Creek Waterfowl Production Area. We restored
wetlands and grasslands on the site in 2003.
Northern Tallgrass Prairie National Wildlife Refuge
The Fish and Wildlife Service received approval in 2000 to proceed with
development of this new refuge. Funding for acquisition has come through both
Land and Water Conservation Fund appropriations as well as through a state
conservation corridors grant. The refuge concept is modeled after the small·
wetlands (WPA) program and aims to protect 77,000 acres of remaining native
tallgrass prairie in scattered tracts in western Minnesota and northwest Iowa.
Prairie protection is accomplished through a combination of fee-title and easement
acquisition. Overall refuge coordination is provided by the manager of the Big
Stone NWR. Various refuges and wetland management districts are responsible
for coordinating acquisition and management of individual refuge units in
designated counties. The Morris Wetland Management District is responsible for
those units that fall within our eight county district.
Northern Tallgrass Prairie NWR tracts in the Morris district are managed similarly
to our WPAs and habitat easements though, of course, they have a primary
purpose of prairie protection rather than waterfowl production. We use prescribed
fire and other upland management tools as appropriate. We seed any acres of
disturbed soil with seed harvested from nearby native prairie remnants.
This year we failed to acquire any tracts for this refuge though acquisition funding
is available and numerous acquisition proposals are awaiting action. Once again,
problems in our realty program prevented many landowners from receiving timely
offers and reduced our ability to acquire new refuge tracts.
Table 32 - Northern Tallgrass Prairie National Wildlife Refuge Units
FY2003

Countv
Big Stone
Chippewa
L QParle
Pope
Stevens
Swift
Traverse
Yellow
Med.
Total

Fee
Tracts

Fee
Acres

Easement Easement
Tracts
Acres

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
0
2
0

Q

Q

Q

0

0

4

Total
Tracts

Total
Acres

105.86
0
27.49
0
0
110
0

1
0
1
0
0
2
0

105.86
0
27.49
0
0
110
0

Q

Q

Q

243.35

4

243.35
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The owner of this 661 acre tract of high quality native prairie has been
waiting more than three years for his easement offer.
2003-23 6/2003 S. Delehanty
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PUBLIC EDUCATION AND RECREATION
7a.

Provide Visitor Services
The visitor count for FY 2003 at Morris WMD was approximately 46,000. The
district has 246 waterfowl production areas located throughout eight counties
offering the public recreational opportunities such as trapping, hunting, fishing,
wildlife observation, interpretation and environmental education. The headquarters offers a visitor center where general information about Morris WMD,
activities, and programs are available. A scenic, 2.5 mile gravel wildlife tour route
is open for vehicle traffic during spring, summer, and early fall, and is always open
for foot or bicycle travel. The route demonstrates wildlife management techniques
as well as providing wildlife viewing opportunities. At the headquarters, a short
paved trail loops through native prairie and is accessible to people with physical
disabilities. We also maintain a 1.2 mile long hiking trail that winds through
native prairie, woodlands, and around a wetland. Morris WMD has another selfguided nature trail located at Froland WPA, Pope County, near Starbuck,
Minnesota.
Staff provided support to the following events at the district headquarters:

Date
October 2
January 29
March 14
May2
May2
May 2-4
May 15
June 24
July 12

Brunko class - build nest structures
Active Seniors Group
Centennial Birthday Party
Centennial WPA Dedication
. Benson/Morris WMD Employee Reunion
Friends of Morris WMD Birding Weekend
Second Grade Field Day
IPM Vegetation Tour
Prairie Pioneer Day

National Wildlife Refuge System's Centennial
In March the National Wildlife Refuge System's lOOth Anniversary was
celebrated. The creation of the nation's first wildlife refuge by President Theodore
Roosevelt in 1903 provided an opportunity to reach out to the public and teach
them about the refuge system and the work we do every day with the following
events.

On March 14, Morris Area Elementary third graders joined members of the staff,
Friends group, and others to honor Pelican Island gaining federal protection with
an actual birthday party complete with a fun filled afternoon. Festivities started
with a presentation about the National Wildlife Refuge System, followed by
students helping to seal a time capsule to which they contributed by making
birthday cards. Groups then divided up and rotated between three celebration
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activities. One group learned about migratory and resident bird movements with
an interactive display and game. Another group viewed local resident wildlife furs
while waiting to be tattooed with a blue goose tattoo. They also received a tote
bag filled with NWRS information, a blue goose beanie baby, and their very own
Certificate of Appreciation. Still another group enjoyed a piece of the Centennial
birthday cake and punch.

Items ready to go into the time capsule.

2003-24

One of the third grade students getting a tattoo.

3/2003

K. Goodwin
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On Friday, May 2, a dedication ceremony for Centennial Waterfowl Production
Area located in Big Stone County, Minnesota, was held. Partners who had helped
with the habitat restoration project along with the general public, former land
owners, city, county, state, and federal officials helped dedicate the new WP A.
Birding enthusiasts participating in the Friends of Morris WMD Annual Birding
Weekend, being held in conjunction with the dedication ceremony, joined the
afternoon event.

The celebration of the creation and restoration of the new WPA showcased the
following team players involved in this cooperative project: USDA, USFWS,
Upper Minnesota River Watershed District, Ducks Unlimited, Big Stone Highway
Department, and Ortonville Elementary School. The event was emceed by
Manager Delehanty who introduced the special guests. State legislative officials
were represented by Tom Meium, aide for Representative Collin Peterson, and
David Sturrock, aide for Senator Norm Coleman, who gave short speeches to the
public. Regional Director Robyn Thorson represented the Service. Ducks
Unlimited involvement was represented by Bob Usgaard. Mike Appel, a
conservationist from Natural Resource Conservation Service represented the
USDA. About 80 fourth and fifth grade students from Ortonville, along with
teacher Kyle Kirkeby, were present. They had raised money to support the
wetland restoration (see Section 5c).

Invited guests and partners at the Centennial WPA dedication.
Left to right: Dave Torgerson, David Sturrock, Andy Strei, Robyn Thorson,
Mike Appel, Diane Radermacher, Kevin Berdon, Tom Meium, Bob Usgaard,
"Puddles" the Blue Goose, and Kyle Kirkeby.
2003-26 5/2003 K. Goodwin
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Kyle Kirkeby, Dick Lane (County Commissioner), Bob Usgaard, Mike Appel,
Diane Radermacher (Upper Minnesota River Watershed District) were each
presented with a framed certificate for their work on the project.
Following the speeches and certificate presentations, a brass plaque embedded in a
pebble textured concrete cairn was unveiled.

What a chance to get this close to a real live duck!
2003-27 5/2003 L. Wolff
After the ceremony, everyone watched a duck banding demonstration. Displays
by the partners, National Wildlife Refuge System, and Morris WMD were placed
under the protective tent for guests to enjoy. Students were given a Blue Goose
beanie baby while each adult received a Refuge System Blue Goose Anniversary
Pin.
An "all employee reunion of the Benson/Morris WMD" was also held following
the dedication of Centennial WPA. Past managers Jim Hubert and AI Radtke were
present. An evening barbecue was held in the shop.

Second Grade Field Day
Each year in May the District provides a fun day of environmental education
where second grade students learn about the wonders of the world. On May 15,
we hosted 186 students and 20 adults from six schools (Morris, Chokio-Alberta,
Cyrus, Hancock, Starbuck, and Glenwood) who participated in a variety of
instructional activities focusing on the Prairie Pothole Region. Every member of
the staff participated, along with volunteers Ron Rosen (Friends), Judy Johnston
(NRCS), Dave Jungst (NRCS), and Stan Musielewicz (NRCS and Friends).
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New this year was a craft station where students created a "Mallard" paper
plate cut out. 2003-28 5/2003 J. Baxter

Recreational Activities
A variety of wildlife-oriented activities are available to the public including
hiking, nature observation, photography, snow-shoeing, mushroom and berry
picking, and cross-country skiing. Hunting, fishing and trapping in accordance
with state regulations are permitted on WPAs. WPAs are open year round. They
provide both solitary places to take a quiet stroll or places of community events
(hunting, etc.) and outdoor classrooms to observe and learn about the natural
world. Local communities benefit from money spent by people using WPAs for
recreational activities. The largest impact provided to the local community comes
from hunters who are the most frequent users of the land. An estimated 10,000
people were involved in waterfowl hunting, 500 with other migratory bird sports,
12,000 with upland game hunting, 5,300 big game hunters, 123 anglers, and 500
trappers at various waterfowl production areas of the district. An estimated 4,000
visitors enjoyed wildlife observation and hiking.
Hunting
Hunting continues to be a major part of many people's lives, especially in rural
areas. Even if hunters don't fill their quota, they are out enjoying the great
outdoors. The diversity of WPAs in the Morris district offers many options for the
hunter.
The 2002 waterfowl season opened September 1 in Minnesota with approximately
three and one-half months of some type of waterfowl hunting. Early goose
hunting started the waterfowl season off, followed by ''Take A Kid Hunting"
September 21-22. Duck season was open September 28-November 26 with a daily
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bag limit of six. The December (late) goose hunt ended the waterfowl hunting
season on the 22"d.
There are hunting opportunities to hunt rabbit, squirrel, ruffed grouse, gray
partridge, wild turkey, crow, woodcock, rail, snipe, raccoon, coyote, and fox on
the WPAs of the district. Pheasant hunting is very popular. The season in 2002
ran from October 12 to December 15 with a two cock limit. Hunting success was
up from previous years due to grassland conservation and restoration. efforts and a
mild winter.
Turkey hunting season occurs in the fall and spring. Zones 416,417,422,425,
and 433 occur in our district. Hunters can take only one male. Success rates for
those zones were high.
Archery season for deer opened on September 13, general firearms season was
November 8-9 and November 15-18, and muzzle loader season occurred from
November 29-December 14,2002. Deer harvested during the season was up from
2001. Harvest was the highest on record.

7b. Outreach
In an effort to increase public awareness and education, the Morris staff participated in several outreach events throughout the year. In FY 2003 the staff
participated in the following:
• Provided judges for the Morris Area High School and Elementary School
Science Fairs.
• Provided career advice to students at Morris Area High School and the
University of Minnesota, Morris.
• Served as committee members for the Vegetation Management
Association's Minnesota meeting and tour, the Ambush Park Learning
Center, and the Clean Water Partnership.
• Hosted meetings for Dakota Skipper Research, the Wildlife Society, and
the Pomme de Terre Garden Club.
• Assisted Fergus Falls WMD with Woody Camp and the Big Stone NWR
with their Centennial event.

Presentation
November 18
December 10

January 13
February 18
June 30

West Nile Disease- presented to Kiwanis Club in Morris
Native vegetation establishment - presented to SWCD State
Convention in St. Paul
Fire - presented at Stevens County Fire Chiefs meeting in
Morris
Bird watching- presented to Sauk Center Seniors
Prairie- presented to 4-H Nature Inspectors in Benson
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Exhibit
Various displays were set up at the following events.

Date

Event

Subject

October 17
January 27
February 10
February 14
February 15

Senior Fest, Morris
Ambush Park Open House
4-H Club, Benson
4-H Club, Murdock
Duck Habitat Day,
Alexandria
4-H Club, Appleton
Stevens County Fair

Bird feeding
Native prairie
Bird feeding
Bird feeding
Birdhouse building

February 19
August 7-10

Bird feeding
Bird houses/
nest structures

This display was set up in the shopping mall hallway in Alexandria, MN.
2003-29 2/2003 J. Bright

During Morris' annual Prairie Pioneer Days, the Morris WMD staff members, with
assistance from the Friends group, did their part to help educate and involve
people with a rare prairie experience.
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Horse-drawn wagon rides were provided by Corey's Belgians of Herman, and
Dale Roe of Ortonville. 2003-30 7/2003 D. McRoberts
While the 180 visitors waited for their ride, visitors chatted with a Theodore
Roosevelt impersonator and:

Getting pictures taken with the ''Blue Goose"- Smile!
2003-31 7/2003 K. Goodwin
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Sally Fenzel from Morning Sky Greenery provided prairie seeds and technical
advice for potential landscapers. 2003-32 7/2003 K. Goodwin

•
Building a birdhouse- a kid could build his very own wood duck or bluebird
house. 2003-33 7/2003 K. Goodwin
Snacks and refreshments were provided by the Friends.
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On Sunday, July 13, staff and Friends participated in the Prairie Pioneer Day
Parade. Puddles, the National Wildlife Refuge System's mascot, waves to
onlookers from the "Centennial Birthday Cake" float as staff follow along
handing out refuge system water bottles. 2003-34 7/2003 R. Rosen
Morris submitted 17 news releases to area newspapers and was featured by the
area's media coverage in ten television/radio spots during the year.
The Morris WMD submits a monthly column that is published by many local
papers in the district. Each month's column features a natural resource topic of
general interest as well as describing a specific WPA.
Morris WMD Web Page site is available on the Internet at
http://midwest.fws.gov/morris.

7c.

Friends of the Morris WMD
The Friends of the Morris WMD grew and prospered during 2003. They had a
remarkable year and are a fine example of what a handful of dedicated people can
accomplish when they work hard.
The Friends worked with the staff to defme an appropriate role for themselves and
also to discuss specific needs of the station. The Friends have focused primarily
on supporting the relationship between the City of Morris and the district through
support of education and outdoor recreation, especially around our headquarters
area.
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During the year the Friends received several grants to help them support this
station. On May 2 and 3, the Friends hosted their second annual birding weekend,
based out of the Morris Wetland Management District. This event, supported by
grant money, allowed the Friends to bring in 60 birders from across the state to
enjoy early spring prairie birds and learn about the district and bird conservation
issues in this area. Having widely known and respected bird guides Bob Janssen,
Jerry Bonkoski, and Doug Buri lead our birding trips added much to the appeal
and effectiveness of the event. The birding event is a great lesson for the local
community that natural resource conservation can also mean economic gain since
these birders stay in Morris and provide a local economic boost. One highlight
during the weekend included seeing the brand new Centennial Waterfowl
Production Area in its raw, partially restored state. The birders were genuinely
impressed and pleased with seeing a large restoration project in the "before"
condition. While many of them are highly skilled at bird identification, they
typically have little experience with habitat restoration and management.

Several of the 60 birders who attended the two-day birding weekend.
2003-35 512003 R. Rosen
The Morris WMD Friends also received grant money to pay for several important
outreach items for the district. One was our first-ever general leaflet describing
the work of the Morris WMD. It is hard to believe that it took 40 years, but,
thanks to the Friends, we finally have a quality brochure describing who we are
and what we do. The other quality outreach products provided by the Friends were
several interpretive panels for our hiking trail and wetland overlook. These panels
enhance the outdoor experience provided by the hiking trail and overlook. The
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panels have been planned for years but it took the initiative and funding from the
Friends to make it happen.

'~
'IDf'IIIJC!r.~

Dale Livingston putting up new boundary sign.
2003-36 10/2002 R. Rosen
Besides working hard for specific events, the Friends take time to have fun and
work on low-stress volunteer projects. During the year, various Friends took time
to roll 75 nesting cylinders and cut materials for dozens of wood duck and bluebird houses. The structures are either used on WPAs or given to area residents at
educational events. Friends members also spent several weekend mornings
replacing damaged boundary signs on WPAs throughout the area.
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PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION
Sa.

Comprehensive Conservation Planning
At long last, after beginning the process in 1997, we submitted a draft CCP for
public comment during 2003. There were few comments received. The fmal CCP
was prepared and in printing at the close of the fiscal year. In reviewing the
process and the document, there are several lessons for others beginning the
process. Our CCP was weakened by a lack of continuity in leadership roles both
at the field station and within the planning branch in the regional office. During
the long CCP process, the station changed managers, assistant managers, and
many other positions. No fewer than three different regional office staff people
were assigned the planning lead over the years as the project ebbed and flowed.
Combining the planning with the other wetland districts in Minnesota also slowed
down the process though it helped achieve some consistency in management
across district boundaries.
In the end, we have a plan with some strong points and some weak points. The
plan does a nice job of identifying opportunities for additional management and also nicely ties those opportunities to funding requests in a funding needs database
(RONS). The plan also forced us to achieve management consistency across
district lines, particularly regarding allowable public use. Finally, as part of the
planning process, we considered the compatibility of typical WPA uses and wrote
compatibility determinations for many common WPA uses such as cooperative
farming, haying, grazing, berry picking, hunting, parking lot creation, and so on.
For anyone beginning a comprehensive planning process, consider the following
recommendations:
1. Involve the public early and often.
2. Set an aggressive planning schedule and stick to it. Don't take seven years
to write the plan like we did.
3. Assign someone at the station a significant role in the planning work so
that someone on the staff has an incentive to ensure it is done well and
done on time.
4. Treat the CCP as a rare opportunity to genuinely consider substantive
changes, not merely an administrative burden to be gotten past. This is a
chance to think about what your station could and should be. Take
advantage of it. You are going to have to prepare a CCP; it might as well
be done well.

Sb. General Administration
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Personnel
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Joel Boutain, Tractor Operator, WG-7, PFT Seasonal.
Steven Delehanty, Wetland Manager, GS-13, PFT.
Rodney Ahrndt, Engineering Equipment Operator, WG-10, PFT.
Wayne Henderson, Wildlife Biologist, GS-11, PFT.
Debbie Beck, Refuge Operations Specialist, GS-12, PFT.
Donald Lantz, Prescribed Fire Specialist, GS-9, PFT.
Katie Goodwin, Refuge Operations Specialist, GS-7, PFT
transferred to Ashland, Wisconsin on 9/26/03.
Donna Oglesby, Biological Technician, GS-7, PFT.
Michelle Zastrow, Biological Technician, GS-7, PFT.
Sara Vacek, Wildlife Biologist, GS-9, PFT.
Karen Stettner, Administrative Technician, GS-7, PFI'.
Blake Knisley, Range Technician (Fire), GS-5, PFf Seasonal.
Darrell Haugen, Wildlife Biologist, GS-11, PFr.
Victor Gades, Maintenance Worker, WG-9, PFT.
Chad Runyan, Range Technician (Fire), GS-6, PFf.
J.B. Bright, Refuge Operations Specialist, GS-7, PFT, EOD 11/17/02.
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Staffmg for the year was much more stable than 2002. In November of 2002,
Refuge Operations Specialist J. B. Bright reported for duty to flll the position left
vacant by Kenton Moos. Also in November, Wildlife Biologist Wayne Henderson
left his private lands position to become our Enforcement Biologist. On April 20,
2003, Tractor Operator Joel Boutain was converted to PFT, Seasonal. On
September 26, 2003, Refuge Operations Specialist Katie Goodwin left to accept a
position at Whittlesey Creek National Wildlife Refuge in Ashland, Wisconsin.
Kyle Anderson returned to his role as a temporary Range Technician and was
joined by Julie Baxter from Ely, MN. Both served as members of the fire crew for
the 2003 field season.

STEP Students
Matt Johnson, Jacob Beauregard, and Adam Alexander were hired as STEP
students for the summer work season. Matt and Jake spent the majority of their
time reposting the perimeters of WPAs in Traverse and Pope Counties. They
completed 31 units during the summer and helped with several other miscellaneous maintenance projects as well. Adam spent the majority of his time working
with our biologists on various projects but also did some posting and other
·
assorted maintenance

Matt Johnson, Adam Alexander, Jacob Beauregard

Temporary Personnel
Kyle D. Anderson, Range Technician, TFT, May 11- October 31,2003
Julie L. Baxter, Range Technician, TFf, May 11- October 31 , 2003
Matthew W. Johnson, Biological Technician, TFT, May 18 -August 23, 2003
Jacob D. Beauregard, Biological Technician, TFT, June 1 -August 23, 2003
Adam P. Alexander, Biological Technician, TFf, June 1-September 27,2003
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Table 33 - Morris WMD Staff Size - FY 1998 - FY 2003

FY03
FY02
FY01
FYOO
FY99
FY98

Permanent
Full Time
Full Time Seasonal Part Time

Temporary
GS&WG

Other
Programs*

2
1
2
2
2
2

5
4
4
1
1
2

0
0
1
1
1
2

14
14
14
12
12
12

0
0
0
0
0
0

*YCC, CETA, Work Study, Green Thumb, etc.

Volunteers
We continued to have an active volunteer program this year. A total of 156
volunteers contributed 980 hours of work on the district. As described earlier
(Section 4d), Gary Brunko's biology class and our Friends group worked 586
hours on making nesting structures. Other areas where we received significant
volunteer help were surveys and censuses (64 hours), water level management
(40 hours), fire management (80 hours), visitor services (83 hours) and general
maintenance (76 hours). Adam Alexander, a biology student at the University
of Minnesota, Morris, was a particularly dedicated volunteer this year, logging
107 hours. He mainly helped with biological inventories, but was willing to take
on any project we came up with. Adam would have volunteered even more hours,
but we decided to hire him as a STEP employee during the field season!

Safety
In FY 2003 we experimented with having quarterly staff safety meetings rather
than monthly. The staff was divided into the four groups with each responsible for
putting together safety information for the staff.
The following trainings were held throughout the year:
•
•
•
•
•

January 27- Winter safety, hypothermia and frostbite
February 5 -Defensive driving refresher
April 7- Annual fire refresher (attended by DNR personnel also)
June 12- Chainsaw safety course
July 14- Spill awareness training for all staff
Review load securement policies

The station received an Environmental Compliance Audit conducted by regional
office Safety personnel. Overall the station did very well. Areas in which we
were deficient were: shop emergency shower not accessible enough, no spill
awareness training, too much junk behind shop, no physical exams for pesticide
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applicators, no green procurement training for administrative personnel, no Report
of PCB Content on transformer at Benson shop area. We are in the process of
correcting the deficiencies and hope to have them completed by March 1, 2004.

Funding
The station's total funding for the past six years is shown in the following table.
Table 34 - Morris WMD Funding Levels - FY 1998 - FY 2003
(Dollars in Thousan<;ts)

FY
03
02
01
00
99
98

1260
*1,411.1
**1,065.1
-869.5
734.8
0
828.8
00
703.7

Fire
9100/9200

3110

1230

1120

Total
Budget

+272.0
++333.8
82.9
70.0
47.7
36.9

-0-0-0-05.0
5.0

-036.0
-07.0
17.1
13.0

110.0
119.3
119.3
118.5
120.0
128.0

1,793.1
1,554.2
1,071.7
930.3
1,018.6
886.6

* Includes $446,088 for new construction and $41,700 for wind damage repair.

+ Includes $46,484 to rural fire departments.
**Includes $130,000 for project specific funds and $119,300 for roof replacement
++Includes $30,109 to rural fire departments and $118,000 for new equipment.
- Includes $61,000 of project specific funds and $55,000 for MMS projects.
0
Includes $183,318 of project specific funds and $25,000 for MMS projects
00
Includes $46,000 of project specific funds and $72,000 for MMS projects.

The major items that the station received funds for in 2003 under 1262 include:
$446,088 - Construct new maintenance building
$ 27,700- Erect new radio tower
$ 14,030 - Repair wind damage to maintenance building

General Maintenance
Access Dispute
After a ten year battle over access rights to O'Connell WPA in Big Stone County,
we fmally reached an agreement with the township and surrounding landowners.
The main issue of contention was whether or not the road that ran along the west
side of the WPA was a township road or not. Although our deed refers to the road
and was intended to be the legal access to the property, the adjoining landowners
disputed the existence and started plowing up the road and planting crops on it.
Over the years there were many contacts made between Service representatives
and the landowners trying to resolve the issue. The landowners maintained that if
the public wanted to access the property t.liey could just drive over the crops. Most
members of the public, however, were reluctant to do so. The.issue came to a head
in the fall of 2002 when· we received a phone call from a citizen who claimed he
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was denied access to the WPA which had become inaccessible due to both the
north and south roads being cropped. After consulting with the solicitor and
several other sources we felt we had good legal standing to reclaim the road. In
August, Manager Delehanty and ROS Beck met at the site with township officials,
county engineers, and the adjoining landowners to discuss the issue. After much
discussion, the township decided it would be cheaper to construct one-half mile of
road than to take the issue to court. On August 25 we mowed a path two rods wide
from the township road to the north and constructed a parking lot. The township
agreed to add gravel and a culvert to improve the road. In exchange the Service
agreed to allow the south one-half mile to be abandoned.
Other projects that were completed include:
• Construction of a parking lot at Centennial WPA (Big Stone County).
• Relocation of a parking lot at Walden WPA (Pope County) from the grove
of trees out to the road.
• Construction of a parking lot and installation of partners sign at Giese
WPA (Stevens County).
• Installation of a gate on the south road and improvement to the northern
parking area of Stenerson Lake WPA (Pope County).
Improveme~ts were made to the landscaping around the headquarters building.
The front siding and deck were stained and the overgrown tangle of shrubs was
removed in favor of a more easily maintained rock landscape. New plants will be
planted and the back wood siding will be stained ~ 2004.

Tree Cutting
Tree cutting occurred on several WPAs including Artichoke, Odden (Big Stone
County), Froland, Rosby Lake (Pope County), Big Slough, Westhausen (Swift
County), and Edwards (Stevens County). The DNR also removed approximately
525 trees from Hastad WPA (Lac qui Parle County) as part of the prairie chicken
reintroduction efforts (see Section 4c). Using year end money we purchased a
forestry tree shears that is mounted on the skid steer. It is capable of shearing off
trees up to 14" DBH at ground level and will get plenty of use in 2004.
In a cooperative effort with the Chippewa Flyway chapter of Minnesota Waterfowl
Association, approximately 15 large cottonwood trees were removed from Wall
WPA (Pope County) in an effort to improve the parking area and eliminate parking
on the narrow township road. The chapter contributed $800 to a private contractor
who cut the trees and ground the stumps. We then took our dozer and leveled out
an area to make it more suitable for parking. Final finishing will be done in the
spring and posts will also be installed to delineate the lot.
Construction
Funding was received to erect a maintenance building. The contract was awarded
late in the fall and it was decided that work would start when ground conditions
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permit in the spring of2004. The contract was awarded to D & W Construction of
Alexandria, MN, in the amount of $446,088.
Rehabilitation
In an attempt to alleviate continual leakage problems, the asphalt shingle roofs on
the headquarters building, shop and cold storage buildings were replaced with
standing seam metal. The replacement was completed in June at a cost of
$119,281. The replacement roof did stop leaking in the spots that had traditionally
had problems in the past. Unfortunately several new leaks appeared and we are
working with the contractor to resolve these new issues.
On July 4, 2003, a severe storm blew through the Morris area causing major
damage at the station. The intense wind gusts blew out both the north and south
walls and all but one of the west facing garage doors on the cold storage building.
Our radio tower was also bent in half as a result of the strong winds. Several
vehicles that were parked inside the garages were damaged when the doors were
blown onto them. Two windshields were broken and four vehicles received body
damage. Cost to repair the walls and doors of the cold storage building was
$14,030. Work was done by D & W Construction from Alexandria, MN.

The south end of this maintenance building was blown out by high winds.
Note the overhead doors on the vehicles. 2003-37 7/2003 D. Beck
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Winds in excess of 75 miles per hour bent our radio tower in half.
2003-38 7/2003 D. Beck
We were able to obtain a "new" surplus radio tower from Union Slough NWR.
The cost to erect the tower was $27,200 plus $1,941 to get the radio system
hooked up and running.
Equipment
After examining the needs of the station we decided to surplus two of our older
medium size vehicles. The 1979 GMC tilt bed and the 1983 Dodge D300 were
sold through GSA auctions. We also took delivery of a 2003 Chevy S-10 which
replaces the 1993 S-1 0 and a 2003 Ford F-350 which replaces the 1993 Chevy ~
ton. The 1992 Ford semi was upgraded with the addition of a dump box which has
already been used to haul gravel for the auto tour route.
The station purchased four new Dell computers with year end money.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
The Habitat and Population Evaluation Team (HAPET) in Fergus Falls has
provided Minnesota districts with powerful modeling tools and information that
we use in acquisition and land management planning as well as in outreach work.
Recent examples of HAPET products include maps showing predicted waterfowl
breeding densities (often called thunderstorm maps for their resemblance to
weather maps) and maps showing percent grass cover in the landscape. HAPET is
currently working cooperatively with many groups to identify all drained wetlands
in each county. This restorable wetland inventory is useful in many ways, from
identifying areas for potential restoration work to estimating the historic waterfowl
productivity of a site. The graphic below shows the current and historic thunderstorm maps for five counties in the Morris WMD as well as the current and
historic duck pair numbers likely to be supported by that habitat base. The historic
thunderstorm map and population estimate is derived from the restorable wetland
inventory for these counties. Since the restorable wetland inventory identifies all
wetlands that used to exist, we can use that information together with current
wetland inventories to estimate a probable historic breeding population. In this
five county section of the Morris WMD, we have gone from supporting 296,000
puddle duck pairs circa 1870 to roughly 58,000 pairs today.

Figure 2 - Historic and Current Thunderstorm Maps for Five Counties
in the Morris WMD
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Mallard
Blue-winged teal
Gadwall
Northern pintail
Northern shoveler

119,391
124,183
30,194
10,587
12,532

23,281
30,061
2,288
1,311
1,664

-80.5%
-75.8%
-99.0%
-87.6%
-86.7%

Total

296,887

58,604

-80.3%
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Two past managers of Benson/Morris WMD attend the Centennial WP A
dedication in May. Jim Hubert 1965-1972; Steve Delehanty 1998-present;
Al Radtke 1977-1997.
2003-39 5/2003 K. Goodwin

Katie Goodwin left Morris for a position in Ashland, Wisconsin. We will
miss her. 2003-40 9/2003 D. Beck
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Sara Vacek gave birth to a son, Lucas, on August 23.
2003-41 8/2003 D. Beck

